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Beginning Sat. June 6.
Men's 0 00 Tans c-at to - $3 75
Men's 4 00 Tans cut to - - 3 00
Mcn's 3 50 Tans cu., to - - 275
Men's 3 00 Tana cut to - 225
Men's 2 50 Tans cut to - 2 00
Men's 2 00 Tans cut to - .. 1 50
Ladies' 3 50 Tamil cut to - 2 75
Ladies' 3 00 Tans! cut to - - 2 25
Ladies' 2 50 Tan el cut to - - 2 00
Ladies' 200 Tamil cut to - - . 1 50
Ladies I 50 Tansicut to - - - 1 15
Assorted lot ladies' Tan Oxfords for $1 00 per pair,
worth $1 50 to $3 CO.
Misses' tan lace shoes for $1 00, worth $1 25
Misses tan lace shoes for 1 50, worth 2 00
Misses' tan nxrs,jarp's for 1 00, worth 1 50
Misses' tan " ' " for 1 15, wo:th 1 50
Big reduction on all hildren's tan shoes, oxfords and
slippers.
PE TREE 84 CO.
Sign of the Big Boot.
4.•
e ts.
We have Been At
Great rains
-To given the people of this community something
tip-top in the way of Harness and .*_4'add1ery, and
they are showing their appreciation of it. Mr.
Jno. Skally, who is at the head of this depart-
ment, has served a long apprentice-
ship at his trade, and offers our pa-
trons the benefit of his experience.
He is a good judge of leather and a
splendid maker of harness. We have
a select stock of factory made har-
ness, but if you want a set that never was close
to a sewing machine he will make you up some-
thing that will last until you tire of it.
In The Saddle Line.
Our Col. Talbot has cos-
tomers a long way from home.
His saddles have a wide repu-
tation and are much sought af-
ter. We have also a large
stock of ready-made saddles.
IORBES & BRO.,
TexItla. Sts.
SOME ECHOES AN Es:JOYS/1LE ENTEBTAINXilfT IT'S ALL OVER
From the Ike
Convention.
IT WAS MUCH ENJOYED.
liopkinsville Delegates met with
Hospitable Treatment.
The seventh annual State Christian
Endeavor Convention which was in
session last week in Paducah, was the
most successful State gathering yet he d.
The Paducah Endeavorers had spared
nothing in their efforts to make / his
convention "the best yet," and sarely
they succeeded well fit their noble en-
deavor. And the Paducah people with
their open-hearted hospitality, added
munch c to the enjoement of every one.
In a beautifully decorated Tabernacle,
built especially for the purpose, was as-
sembled delegates to the number of five
or six hundred, from all over the State.
Enthusiastic as were these young peo-
ple in the convention here, their enthus-
iaem and earnestness at Paducah Was
greater. 'Twould take days to narrate
all that Was done-t olumns to tell of
the soul-inspiring music, of the encour-
aging reports of the progress of the
State work, of the stirring sedresse
and of the many other Verge, all t f
which cent" ibuted to makieg the sicced h
the most glorious etnivention Una g
able.
In addition to the Vented men of our
own State, eminent men from different
parts of the country, trnxeled hundreds
of miles to be present and address this
assemblage of Endeavorers. Notable
among these was Prof.. Amos R. Wells,
of Boston. His address on -An Eudeav-
erer that re al:y enjoys it," and his clos-
ing exercises were of such an inspiring
nature that they will long be remem-
bered by those present. Eloquent, also,
was the distinguished divine, Hugh
Spencer Williams, of Memphis. His
addrtets was full of new thoughts for
evere one, and commauded the very
closest attention.
The reports from the State Secretary
and Treasurer showed an extremely
encouraging condition of the State
Union. The Union is now entirely out
of debt, and has a cousiderable sum on
hand with which to begin the yeat'e
work. The election of officers for the
.muiug year resulted in the re-electiou
of those already in power. Owensboro
ecured the next convention, which will
meet in September or lk toter, instead
of May. Muesli entlinsiesm was mane
feeteet every time anything was Said in
reference to Louisville securing the In-
termitter:lad Convention in '98. She is
inaking a determined fight for the pt ize.
Any report or mention of the con-
vention is incomplete, if the evaugeliete
services are not touched upon. The
whole convention seemed to take a -soul
aving tarn, tied when the places of
emitting these evangelistic meetings
would be announced at the close of the
sessions, large patties would congregate
and go in a body to the place of meeting.
Several of these services were held in
the C. 0. ee S. W. Railroad ehop.
Great numbers of the workmen would
gather to listen to the songs, pr iyers
and words of admonition which sound-
ed so strangely in the great work room,
where they were used to hear only the
whirr of machinery and the sound of
tools. Other services were held at the
different factories and in the jail, all of
which were attended with success. In
fact, so successful were those effort-
:hat revival services are being helo
nightly in the Christian Endeavor Tab-
ernacle, as a sequel of these meetings.
A mighty impetus has been given ti
Eudeavor work in the State. Wonder-
ful has been the influence upon the
moral atmosphere of Paducah, and in
one more city has predudice against the
organization been broken down and in-
creased prestige lent tteit.
But of all the good done by and
through the instrumentality of the con-
vention, none can be rated above that
done at the Eddyville brunch prison by
a party of Endeuvoreris en route home.
The party consisted of Endeavorere
from all over the State. The meeting.
which they held in the prison chapel
with the, societies composed of the
white mind colored priremere, was one of
the most wonderful ever witnessed Ls
those present. Hardened men, wile
never before had shown any trace of
fe .liug, wero broken down and gave
touching testimonies. When the (tali
Was made for those to come forward
who desired to lead better lives, they
came almost as one man, blocking the
id. a in their eagerness. Withal, it war.
a meeting which no one present can
ever forget. While in Effilyville, we
were the guests of the citizens of the
town and prison officials, who entertain-
ed tut in a truly "old Kentucky" way.
As a near data, announcement of
which will be made, a Paducah echo
'fleeing will i.e held in connection with
the quarterly business meeting and so
cial of the Local Futon, and some of the




Thrives on good food and sunshine,
wite plenty of exercise in the open air.
Her form glows with health and her
faoe blooms with its . beauty. If her
system heeds the cleansing action of a
laxative remedy, she uses the gentle
and pleasant Syrup of Figs. Made by
California Fig Syrup Company.
CONCORD CIILLINGS.
Mov anents of Pcople In that Neighbor-
hood.
Cencord, Ky., June 9th.
Mr. Editor-
As my last letter did not find its way
to the waste basket I will eudeas or to
give you a few items now.
Mimes Willie and Mettle Reeder were
the guests of Miss Attie Davis Sunday.
Mr. W. C. Davis and family were the
guests of their son, Mr. Willie Davis,
Sunday.
Quite. a large number of young people
enjoyed themselves at a musicale given
by bliAS Attie Davis this week. Thome
present wire: Messrs. James Arvin,
Ark ley Yancey, George Courtney, Bob
Thomas, Clemmie Davis, Ed Vaughan;
Melees Minnie Davis, Willie Reeder,
Addle Minor, Same. Arvin. 'Hattie Reed-
er, Attie Davis, and others.
We are very merry to know that Mr.
James Arvin is going to leave US te
make his home in a Western State. We
wish him much inee,.$4.
PIeIE AND ENCE.
Given at the Home of Mr. Columbu•
Gregory.
Mr. Brometaie Gregory and Mies Gem-
gia Gre gory have the cordial thanks of The Convention'snt the young people of the No's steed vi
" Minty for an evening of rare pleasure.
The eetertainment given by thein at the I
hospitable home of Mr. Columbus Gre-
gory was ;thoroughly enjoyed by the
large crowd which attended. Delight-
ful re:retehmente, consisting .of ices,
cakes and fruits, were *Tied.















Bettie Knight, • Sue Browning,
Mattie Browning, Ruth Knight,
Mary Nance, Lucy Nance,
Emma Adams, Addie Brodie,
Mrs. Belle Stowe.
Melt, rs--
Lawre,.ce Brodie, Tom King,
— Williams, Walter Flare!.
Stowe.H. Shanklim Willie  
Harry Stowe, . hur Lander,
Eli Aeams, ' nond Browning,
John Knight, ter Kuight,
Bird lree, ayne,
elJohn ajors, , . helton
—Calvin, Bob Carter,
Jim White, Carl (






Willie Adcoek, Charlie Duke,
Dan Chwgett, Lewis /endue
Cites New emerge h.
Newport, Ky., May 5, lI have
been teking Hood's Satsaparella for the
butt eight years as a tonic and blood pu-
rifier Ni believer I needed it It alweyee
helps nit' wonderfully in every way, anti
I take no other blood pyrite."
Ws. ELLA SE.. MAN.
llootses Pi.Le "ni a I
-••• v.• *II • ••••.-
TEL EVAGT.L7S1 876:. 3 A 2. &W.
Itev. Dixon C. W-1.1i tale eieta I Cert.
eideratio Trout Ie.
Rev. Dixon C. Williams , well known
in this city, figured in a cutting affray
at Bee ling Green, Mo. A St Louis
paper says of the matter:
Dixon C. Williams, of Chicago, Ill., a
Cantle fiend Presbyterian e.vagelist, also
Vice President of the Chieago Mann-
factutiug Company, 240 to 24s West
Lake street, had a difficulty with
'-Hack" Miller, a livery staeletuun, at
the Pm. lace Hotel in this city early this
moruie g, which resulted in Williams
danget misty cutting Miller with a knife
in the abdomen. Miller is in .a critical
condition, and may not live.
The origin of the difficulty was a mie-
tmdereauffing over an order for a livery
team. Miller made use of some abusive
language, and threatened to take re-
venge., and invitel Willimunt outside of
the hotel office. Mr. Davis, proprietor
of the hotel, ordered both men to go
outside, which they did, and Miller
struck Williams in the face. Then
Wilhelm used his knife iN ith fatal ef-
fe. t. Miller was taken to his home.
sunsWilhinmiis  arrested, and promptly
gave tell for his appearance.
-sesesee---
bourne i•at Varlet in s Pa
"Mystic e'ure." for Rheumatism and
Senn, • Oa rustically eures in 1 tub dupe.
its wren' upon the syafent is remarkable
end tryst.erowe. It removes at oboe the
'arise and the eliseise immediately Ms-
Appears. The first dose greatlo benefits ;
75 cetes• Sold by 11. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist H. epki usville.
ELITCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
Meeting of the State Teachers at New-
port Juno 23-26.
President E. A. Gullion, of the Ken-
tucky Educational Association, has sent
out the program of the approaching
State meeting to be helu in Newport
June eb, 2-1 and 25.
The program is a long and interesting
one, comprising in the list of those who
will bike part many of the most popular
edueutional workers, not only of Ken-
tucky, lint of the country.
All the railroads will give a rate of
ow- fare for the. round trip.
The headquarters of the association
will be the Taylor Home, at Overton
street and Park avenue., Newport.
The place of mee ting will be Park
Avenue School Hall, corner of Seventh
street and Park avenue.
Private citizens will entertain teach-
ere at rates not exceeding one dollar per
day, but persons wishing to engage
moms should write to Supt. John Burke,
Newi on, Ky., so as to be provided.
Altree Iv- It. m• n.
. Why is one women attractive and an-
other not? The most wilier:0.1e and at-
trio tive thing about an attractive wo-
man is her womanliness. Everytxxiy
admires a womanly woman. She. mu-t
have health, of course, because. without
it she would lose the brightness of her
eyes, the fullness of her ch. wks and her
vivacity. Real health mvst mean that
a woman is really a woman. That
she is strong and perfect in a sexual
way, as Well UN in every other. Thut
ehe is capable (if performing perfectly
the duties of maternity. Sonic' are born
with what is called "vonstitutionel
weaknesee' Those who do hot enjoy
perfee t h smith, need only take the pre-
per prevention% and the proper remedy
to heroine perfectly well and strong
Dr. Pieree's Favorite Prescription will
any derangement of the distinctly
feminine organism.
Send 21 cents in one-cent stamps to
World's Dispensary Medical Aesocet-
tion, Buffalo, N. Y., and receive Dr.
Pierce's 1008 page "Common Sense
Medical Adviser," illustrated.
Free Silver is Good But Free Speech is
Better.
Gel knows that I ant sorry for the
man who can't telk Ire. silver when
every fool has turned politician, and
wants an °flirts
The Stutterer is disqualified to fill an
offiee either in church er State. He
can't teach Rhone no business nian
will employ him. He can't marry to
advantageeinfaet he is pond for nothing
but to ging and cuss, and have every
fool laughing at him. He is in a had
fix, I know what I ant talking aLout,
been in your fix. Meet me my friends
at the Bailey House Nashville., Tenn
from June the 5th to 20th and I will
cure you for twenty-five dollars. After
that time you can find me at my vt,ice
thool 408 Poplar etreet Memphis. Tenn
*here I am curing hundreds in from
one to three days. I never fail on
young for old. I refer you te the




Send your adilrees to II. E. Buckle!'
& Co., Chibago, and get a free Kemple.
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills. A
trial will emivince you of their merits.
These pills are easy in action and are
partieularly effective in the curvet Cori-
etipution and Sick Headache. For
Malaria and Liver troubles they !levy
been proved invaluable.. They are
gueranteed to be perfectly free from
ry deleterious substance and to be
palely vegetable. They do not weaken
by their • lion, but by giving tette to
sent ant and bowels greatly invigorate.
the. e vete n. Regular size 21e. perbox.
Sole by R. C. Hardwick Drugging.
Work Completed.
READY FOR THL BATTL
All Committees Will be Ke-
Orvnized.
Lexington, June 5-A f ter the election
of Blackburn, Rhea, Hardin and Ellis
as delegates from the State-at-Large
I there remained nothing for the conven-tion to do except fix up the various com-
mittees. Major P. P. Johnson was made
Chairman of the State Central and State
Executive Committees, which are made
up as follows :
STATE CENTRAL COILIETTTEE.
First District-W. P. Gatlin, Murray.
Second District-S. A. Young, Hen-
derson.
Third District-Charles Lewis, Bowl-
ing Green.
Fourth District-Finley Shuck, Leb-
aill?'ifn.th District - W. 0. Head, Louis-
villeiX 
'
th District-John T Hodge, New.S 
Port.
SJIne rgnt.h District-C. E. Bntler. Paris.
Eighth District-Jack Chinn, Har-
rod
i Ninth Distriet-IlaueoeK ennvey.




State- rit•Large -William Goebel, of
Covington.
STATE EXECUTIVE COMMITIF.E.
First District-Charles K. Wheeler,
Paelueah.
Semite! District-C. M. Meacham,
lloplcinsv ille.
Third Di-triet-G. W. Roark, Frank-
lin.
Font th District-G. S. Fulton, Bards-
town.
Fifth District-W.B.Hoke,
Sixth District-Robert Ellis, Sanders.




Ninth District-J. N. Kehoe, Mays-
ville.
Tibennrgril.Di Astrict-James Htcher. Pres-
ten
Eleventh District-Charles Me wall °.
Scat'-et-Large- William Goebel, of
Coy i ne. ton .
emesetie COMMITTEE.
First District- L. B. Anderson, of
urns
-es.". 
Second District-T. J. Nunn, of Hop-
kinshThird District-W.0. Reties, of Bowl-
ine Green.
Fourth District - H. A. Sommers,
Chairman. Elizabethtown.
Fifth District-Hector Dulaney, of
Jefferson.
Sixth Dietriet- John H. Westover, of
Willianistow rt.
Seventh district-W. B. Hawkins, of
Lexingtetn.
Eighth district-T. R. Welch, of
Nichol:tee ille.
Niuth District-A. W. Bascom, of
Bath.
* Tenth District-O. P. Clienault, of
Montgomery.
Eleventh District-J. Smith Hays.
RESOLU•TIONS.
The following is the report of the
Cerninittee on Resolutions:
First-The Democracy of Kentucky,
in convention assembled, do reaffirm
their alb gience to the principles of the
party is anuounced by Jefferson aud
Jackson.
Second-We are in favor of benetall-
iam, and to that end we hold to the use
of both geld and silver, without dierrim-
illation against either metal, at the ratio
of 16 to 1. independent of agreementi
with any other nation. We favor the
immediate reeeal of all laws by which
silver was demonetized, and demand its
unqualified rest-oration to the right of.
free and unlimited coinage in the tmiitmts
of the' United States as mouey of final
redemption.
Third-We held that the Secretary of
the Treasury should exerviee his legal
right to reeleem all min obligations in
geld or diver, as iney be. more conven-
ient, and are opeoged to the it:ow of
bonds in time of peace for the mitiuten-
iimnee of the gold reserve or for any other
purpose. 
aFourth-Wei are opposed to the
national banking system and to auy en-
largement of its powers, and (Tweed to
any coutraetion of the currency by the
retiremeut of greenbacks or otherwbee.
Fifth-We declare it to be a funda-
mental principle of Democracy that the
Federal Government has no conetitai-
tional power to impose and collect tariff
(latest' except for the purpose; of reteinee
only, and the collection of such taxes
should be limited to thee necessities of
the Government, honestly and economi-
cally administered.
Sixth-l'hat the Democratic party has
ever been the party of personal liberty
and religious freedom, and is now and
has always been opposed to any union
of Church and State. It is opposed to
the enactment of all laws the purpose or
design of which is to sustain or enforce
any religious tenet or sect, and to any
law, orgamaation or texiety, religious
or political, secret or otherwise, that
tends to pmecribe any citizen for or on
itecount of his religious belief, or to ap-
ply any such test as a qualification for
public office.
Seventh-We cowbell,' and denounce
in unmeasured terms the illegal aud un-
warranted action of the Republican
Governor of Kentuoky in cutting eite
the military power of thu State, for the
purpose of overawing the Legislature,
attempting to elect contrary to the
it 1,11ed of the people, a Republican to
the :United States Senate, and com-
mend the, conduct of each and every
fl,nex-ratic member of the Kegislature
and evety Denuxrat who seed loyally
to the support 0 the party and its nom-
inee in that contest.
Eighth-We declare the support of
the party neemineeve to be the. true. teed of
p
entitled to the undivided support of the
a arty.rt 
fealty, and that every nominee is
Ninth-Resolved, That the delegates
choseu by this Convention to the Na-
tional Democratic Oonvention, to be
held at Chicago July 7, 1896, be and
they are instructed to cast the vote of
the State of Kentucky in said conven-
tion for Hon. J. C S. Blackburn for
President of the United States and to
use all honorable meets to secure his
nomination ; and we direct that the*
vote of this State shall be cast as a unit
upon all questions before the Conven-
tion by is majority of the delegates, ap
pointed and is attendasiee.
1 
AN AIISPICI US OCCASION.
The Clardy-F Nuptials Described
a Friend.
b, TO THE WALL.
The Baptist Church, near Howlett, was
on WednWday evening at it o'clock the
Keene of flits happy culmination of what
had a long and ardent courtship.
when e rites of marriage were per-
form betweea Mr. Thomas P. Clardy,
of B 's, and Miss Nellie H. Fox, et
How H.
C occasion will long be memorable,
t only for the large crowd it brought
together and the beautiful decorations
of the church, but the handsome bridal
party composed of Mn. P. T. Fox as the
the groom's best man with Miss Mary
Clardy as maid of honor, and Mr. Ewell
Clardy with ivies Bertha Barrow,of Ow
eusboro, Mr. Ernest Coleman with Mims
Eula Hardiaen, of Lewisburg, Tenu.,
and Dr. Austin Bell with Miss Cecil
Holloway, will be a cherished memory
as long as the (-hotel' shall stand
or survivors remake.
Mies Elizabeth Donnell, whose profi-
ciency in music has long been the de-
light of her friends, played the wedding
march in her very best style. The cer-
emony, by Nev. R. E. MoCorkle, was
sweetly solemn and the invocation of
Heaven's blessing upon the young
couple who had time pledged their
lives to a mutual destiny found a hearty
response in the hearts ef all who knew
them.
'I he bridal party was tendered a re-
oeption at Mrs. Lizzie Clardy's the same
evening, and another on Friday evening
the leh, by Mrs. S. F. Holloway, after
which they went to their home at Mrs.
Lizzie Clardy's.
This article would be incomplete if it
failed to commend Vie skillful and or-
derly manner in which the large crowd
was handled by the accomplished inhere,
Messrs. John Gartlett, Doeglas Bell,
Fox Holloway and Rawlins Clardy.
And now may you. Tom and Nellie,
realize that perfect domestic bliss, which
is "time' sweetest of all the joys that sur-
vived the Fall,"is the sincere wish of all
your friends, especially the writer.
- S. F. E.
I
.;
nftb7..P.1 O'Ni. e bet f_AfteirlaJigt
N'ten sue Irma. L'444:4„ ate ,rl.•:1 for (ones.
a he:. .44. brcarr,e MI•st aluas t..INIsela•
Ines was bed cluma Osiauelk
GOV. BRADLEY'S NEW RULE.
Fixes It So He Can't Be imposed On.
The foltowing circular letter has been
sent out from Gov. Bradley's office.
Dear Sir :-In order to prevent imposi-
tion, and give the the Commonwealth a
fair hearing, I have determined to hear
no applications for pardon in cane of
conviction by the Circuit Court unless
previous notice be given In writing of
the time of the application to the Com-
monwealth's Attorney; or in case of
conviction by itiferior courts unless like
notice be given the County Attorney.
I must earnestly request that you will
give full infennation on the service of
the notice of all the facts in the case,
and that you will make known as fully
as you may be able ti e adoption of this
rule.
In the event you so request, your com-
munication will be considered confiden-
tial. Respectfully,
W. 0. BaeDisT.
The U. S. Oov't Reports.
show Royal Baking F'owslel
sissetior so all eskers.
GETS TWENTY-ONE NEARS.
[SPECIAL TO NSW IRA]
Stauford, Ky., June 8.-The trial of
Frank Ellis. the town marshal of Junc-
tion City, which has been in progress at
this place for several days, was conclud-
ed this morning, and Ellis received a
sentence of twenty-one. years, the ex-
treme limit of the law for manslaughter.
Some of the jury we-re in favor of find:
ing him guilty of murder and giving
him a death sentence.
Reekea's Armies Sevin
The Best Salve in the world for Outs,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, er no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect sutisfacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
C. Hardwick Hopkinsville Kv.
RECOlii) BROKEN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ILE•]
New York eJune 9-The' ocean steam-
ship record between Southampton and
New York has beeu broken by the St.
Paul, wheel made the run from the
Needles to Sandy Hoek lightship in six
days, five hours and thirty-two
minutes.
ROYAL Baking Powder.
Wiliest of all In leavening
strength.-1.1. S. Government Swart
VERY FAST.
Lexington, Ky., June 6.-The two-
ye-ar-old bay cult Bell Rover, by Bow
Bells, dam it sister te Acolyte, by
()swim!, paced a mile here yesterday in
the sensational time of 2 :1914. This it+
the fasteet time ever made by a two-
year-old pacer so early in the season.
He was driven by Joe Thayer and is
owned by J. S. Roberts, Pensacola,
Pills llo:Neit Core.
Pills do not cure constipation. They
only aggravate. Karl's Clover Root Tea
gives perfect regularity of the bowels,
-For sale bylt. 0. Hardwick
MANY WERE KILDED.
[sreciet. TO NEW ERA!
Athens. June 8.-An official report
states that a baud of Kurds has attack-
ed the employes of the railwa.y rumens
from Sinyrna to Karaba, killing many,
including the. British, French and Gel-
man engineers.
All tree
Those who have. used Dr. King!' New
Deseevery know its value, and those
who have nee, have now the opportunity
to try it free.. ('all on the advertised
Druggist and get it Trial Bottle, Free.
Send year name and addreme to H. E.
Bucklen & Co., Chicago, and get a
sample box of Dr. Kingee New Life Pills
Free, as well se a copy of Guide to
Health and Howiehold Instructor, Free.
All of which is guaranteed to do you
good and cost you nothi.eg. R. C. Hard-
wiest Drug Store.
A Fine Investment.
The McCarty farm. In Christian coun-
ty, consisting of 740'acres of land, was
sold last week, the parchamers being
Mrs. Harriet Baker, Mrs. M. E. Smith,
C.A.Chappoll, and the sum realized 'sat
$20,176, says the Cadiz Telephone. Al-
though the; hind averaged $27 an acre
it is regarded as a splendid investment
for the purchasers. Mr. K. R. McKee
represented the borers in the sale.
have not hew to Hay e • -there es hat
McKinley says to all newepaper me,,.
He will have to change his tune. how-
ever, before the November elec tion.
The political Lose who barns his
ox &Boulware Make 
bridges behind him is a very short-sight-




Bees Platt can give pointers along this
it would pay handsomely
A new theory in the treatment of
coughs, ltaig and bronchial affectious
has been advanced by the manafateur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All dealer*
sell it on a positive guarantee. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick.
The adjournment of Congress will
cause more genuine pleasure than the
nation has had for some time. The only
regret a that the members did not dere •
to bring the session to a close long be-
fore they did. This has withoat doulst
been the most worthless Congress that
ever sat in our national capital.
DEED FILED MONDAY.
The News fieceived With Sur-
prise and Deep Regret.
The establishment conducted under
the firm name at Cox k Beulware has
been forced to the wall Inability to
meet a large billelne an Eastern compa-
ny without doing an injustice to other
creditors calmed the failure.
Messrs Alex S. Cox and Logan C.
Houle's-re the members of the firm, are
popular gentlemen and have the respect
and confidence of ell the people of tins
community. Every, ody who knows
them will be /sincerely sorry to learn
of their iniafortune.
The deed of wimignment was filed in
the office of the pounty clerk early this
morning, Mr H; A. Witherspoon being
named as assignee. The deed testes
that the firm heving become indebted
to sundry firms in RIMS and amounts
that cannot possibly be paid at this
time., and desiring to do equal justice in
ethe distribution of property en propor-
tion to the- amounts of debts, that for
the benefit of the several creditors are
turned diver to the 'designee the entire
stock of merchandise, store fixtures,
notes. accounts • and all property and
estates of any kind owned by the firm
members. •
Mr. Withempoon is a well-known' in-
surance agent of Louisville. He was
for a number of years senior partner of
a lirge furnishings and notion house,
and has kept in close touch with the
business. Me qualified at once as
assignee by girt* aceeptsble security.
Messrs. R. S. Green and S. J. Samuels
were named as appraisers. The liabili-
ties amount to between $7,000 and
pow.
It is generally hoped that Metiers Cox&
Boulware will be able to adjust their at-
fairs se as to enable them to continue
in business in this city.
Paducah may well feel proud of some
of her e terprists. Messrs D. Wilson &
Son, of Kimble, Ky., write to the E. E.
Sutherland Medicine Company as fol-
lows: We. write this to certify the
wonderful and grand good resului from
your Dr. Boll's Pine Tar Honey, which
is selling fader than any medicine we
ever sole!. People who never trded at
our store have heard ofit and comets
front adjoining counties for it. One-
case in particular is that of Mrs. Smith
Wooldridge, of this place, who was so
afflicted with her throat for over two
years that she (maid not speak above a
whisper. After she used the first bot-
tle of Dr. Bell'i Pine Tar Honey she
could talk as well as ever and the case
is such a wonderful cure that her
neighbors (Nome to see for themselves
and are astonished to hear her talk.
Mn. A. R. thimble, also of this piece,
says your Dr. Bell's Tiny Tonic Tablet*
are doing him More good for dyspepsia
than any inedieine he ever used. These
are only a few caws and we know that
there cannot be too much said in praise
of your celebrated medicines. We are
thankful that we had an opportunity to
by such valuable goods. They are prov-
ing a blaming to our community
FRANKS IS NOT WANTED.
Effort to Persuade Rim to Leave tt •
Race.
If rumor says aright aN is sot flow-
ing placidly in the Republican stream
of politics in the Second district and
our own E. T. Franks is the disturbing
element, ears the Owensboro Messenger.
It ie said that an effort is on foot to par.'
suede Mr. Franke that be is not the
most available etandard-bearer and that
he should give place to a candidate with
more chance of winning the fight. Star
chamber meetings have been held to
this end, and no longer than the week
just closed a delegation from this city
and from Henderson went to Hawes-
ville to talk over the feasibiliW of the
change with District Chairman Eugene
Vance' and Hancock county Chairman
McAdams. The result of that meeting
has not been made known and the gen-
tlemen who took part in it are as reti-
cent as McKinley upon the silver ques-
tion.
Recent developments in the political
arena have sere el to alarm the g. o. p.
here, as well an elsewhere, and Repub-
licans are mystified as to which way the
eat will jump:. Thee, do not regard
Franks as a strong candidate and are
eonvinced that they Innet We every
effort to keep a number ot Civir party
from beim" swallowed up in the great
maelstrom of free coinage which is
sweeping the country.
Who flier would substitute for Franks
"an only be conjectured. Mr. Geo. W.
Jolly has beeu mentioned in this con-
nection, se has also E. 0. Sebree, whom
Franks defeated in the nominating con-
vention. It is hardly probable that eith-
er of these gentlemen will consent to be
led to the altar, for sacrifice. And it is
going to be difficult, too, to induce Mn.
Franks to withdraw. He has thorough-
ly convinced ihimself that he is the
great and only Moses among the Repub-
licans of the ".Second district, and he
would not forego the opportunity to air
his eloquenee over the district e'en
though he knew-as he must know
-that he hasn't a ghost of a show in
the race.
The coming week will doubtlesit de-
termine whaC is to be done. Those Re-
publicans elle) are disgusted with
Frunks' conduct at the Madisonville
convention mad knee say it is use-le-es to
try to unite tke party on him, and they
are determined, to have another oonven-
tion at least /or consideration of the
matter. It ig said a majority of the die-
tnct commit* favor this move and
will probablyi make it.
Money To Loan.
If you want to borrow money or wart
Fire and Tornado lusurance or Life
Insurance aVabout half old rates, call
OH US. We also do a regular 
real
estate busbie's. We have several
farms, house end lots and vacant lots
for sale cheese. We are. agents for 
two
of the. best Building and Loan Com., big
interest paying stock and bonds for
sale. J. M. Higgins & Son, office- Sum-
mers block Main stree, Hopkinsville,
Ky.. eodw
.11t New Weekly.
-The Bulletin," the daily advertising
sheet which, has been published for
several months by Jas. L. Long, has
been diemitinued. Mr. Long 
experts
to publish a weekly story paper 
to which
a small subscription price 
will be
ehaved.
The opposition of Platt has done Mc-
Kinley more good than harm In New
York, as it has caused numbers of men
to support him who would not have
been for him but for the opposition of
Platt. Platt has gotton to be a -'Jonah,'
the Raines Liquor Bill having put all
good men in New York against him.
The Republicans% who are now re-
joicing over the split in the Democratic
ranks will laugh on the other side of
their month when the St. Louis cons en-
non assembles and demonetratee the
fact *mat several States in the West
which have heretofore been Republican
are going for the free silver nominee of
the Democratic party for the Presi-
dency.
Vice President Stevenson predictsthat
"there will be a heap of vest-pocket
voting for the Republican ticket ly
sound money Democrats this year.- Mr.
Stevenson is wrong about this matter.
The "sound money" Democrats u ith
few exceptions will vote for the nomi-
nee of the Chicago convention, and es-
pecially will this be the case in Kentuc-
ky where they have gotten a sample of
Republican rule.
The bill that Butler, of North Caro-
lina, introduced to prevent the Presider t
and Secretary of the Treasury from is-
suing any more interest-bearing bonds
to replenish the gold reserve that the
law says shall be kept at $100,000.000,
has met its death at the hands of Speak-
er Reed, who regarded it as good poli-
tics not to allow it to go before the
Howie at all, but had it killed in the
committee-room.
Good old Granny Metcalf. 86 yews
old, living at 518 Monroe greet, Paducah
Ky. ,says that Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey
is the best grip cure, cough, lung and
bronchial remedy that has been offered
during her life. Guaranteed by R. 0.
Haadwick.
The Republican party is the most ex-
travagant party that ever had charge at
any country on earth, and it is exceed-
ingly unbecoming in it to talk of ex-
travagance in the Democratic Adminis-
tration. Mr. Cleveland has vetoed
every extravagant tueastur that the
present Republican Congress has pawed
and for that very reason the Republi-
cans are abusing him, but he will con-
tinue, to pursue the :even tenor of his
way regardless of what they may say of
him.
President Cleveland has been makirg
good use of his veto power within the
past two weeks. The beet use he
ever made of it was when he vetoed the
Rivet and Harbor Bill a few days ago.
Then again he did well when he used it
on the Deficiency Bill last Saturday.
While all Democrats cannel agree with
iMr. Cleveland on all occasion, yet when
he vetoed the two measure* last men-
tioned all men familiar with the situa-
tion must acknowledge that he did
night-
The Republicans will find out long
before the November election that the
people do not want the tariff question
re-opened, especially now that bueinems
is just recovering from the effects of the
last change of the tariff. The currency
will be the issue, and it will be the on-
ly issue, and Mr. McKinley will fu d
that he will have to clearly define his
position on that question before he can
hope to receive anything like time fall
vote of his party. The selection of Mc-
Kinley putt at this time is the worst
mistake that the Repul-licau party has
ever made, as he not only has no opin-
ion on the all absorbing question of the
hour, but stands as the chief exponent
of a policy that the people have twice
repudiated at the polls.
The Republican who pretend to
believe that the recent victory of the
silver Democrats in this State will caw*
Kentucky to go Republican in the
November election will be sadly disap-
pointed when the election comes off.
The free si:ver Democratic candidate
for the Presidency will carry Ketone by
by the usual majority. Tke Democrats
who ere responsible for Bradley's elec-
tion have long ago gotten enough of Re-
publican rule, and they will is- slow to
vote the Republican ticket or stay away
from the poles again. If Bradley had
gone into office and punned a conserva-
tive course then the Republicans might
have had a fighting chance-. but now
they have not, as nobody approves of
the course that Bradley has pursued
since he has been in office.
The bitterest pdl that Foraker has
ever had to swallow was dosed out to
him by the Republican convention of
his State when it nominated McKin-
ley for the Presidency, but he has taken
it as manfully as possible, and will be
through with the nauseating dose wheat
he knishes his speech nominating Mc-
Kinley in the St. Louis convention.
Foraker has had no chance to knife Mo-
Kinley, or else he would have done so
long ago. Mr. Fork-en wants to be
President some day, but McKinley ha
killed him, as the Republicans will not
be likely to go to Ohio for a candidate
twice in succession. Fee aker is a man
of more red ability than McKinley, but
in polities ability dots not count for
much,-the man with the teeniest pole
generally knocks the. te reituniou.
Now that Boss Quay nays that McKie.
ley will Lave no trouble in securing the
nomination, everybody is satisfied that
the "Boss" is to distribute the Federal
patronage in Peum ylvania. Quay sim-
ply entered the Presidential race in or-
der to get something for drawing off,
and the same motive caused Platt to put
poor old Morton on the track, but Platt
got so erantankerous" against McKin-
ley that he can not now turn back and
support him without losing his hold on
the New York Republicans. He burned
his bridges behind him, thinking t: a`,
Morton's money could secure the nomi-
nation, and it would have done so if the
protected msnufaetnn-rs had not put up
such an immense pile to pay for the
privilege of robbing the American peo-
ple. But for the fact that this is an ex-
traordinai y occasion Platt, aided by
Morton's money, could have secured the
Presidential nomination for Morton.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Polvtill
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When Blackburn becomes President
on the 4th of next March he will, doubt-
lees. put Col. Jack Chinn in his Cabinet
a, Secretary of War.
The Lexington convention very prop-
erly denounced Bradley for calling out
the militia to try to elect a Republican
C inted States Senator.
Poor old Morton ! Wonder how he will
armee the question of the Roman Oath-
otiose ' tint it really doesn't matter
niece am he fell into the soup when he
m•areei
With the A, P. A, 'eking him quer-
none mi one hand and the Catholic
Church molting him questions on the oth-
er. end seen expecting--or rather desir-
ing-an answer that would damn him
In the opinion of the other, McKinley's
pennon ei truly an unenviable One.
Bradley's friends worked very hard
for him to (secure thole sixteen Kentucky
votes for the Presidency, and now he is
trying to trade them off But thew
votes turn out not to be worth as much
as Bradley thought they would be when
he and his friends were making such
great efforts ta get them, as McKinley
now has enough without them.
The terms of twenty-nine United
States; Senators expire on March 4th
nest. and the opportunity to improve
that body ought to engage the earnest
attention of the American people. The
opportunity Is one of the biggest on
record. Every Senator who voted for
the River and Harbor Bill a few days
ago ought to be relegated to the shades
of private life at the very first oppor-
tnnity.
When the time comes that McKinley
can ito longer avoid incurring the en-
mity either of the A. P. A. or the Roman
Catholic Church-and that time will
come just as surely as he lives-he will at
one« find out which has the largest
number of voters in its membership, and
to that one he will get down on his
knees. McKinley was never in his life
known to express an opinion on any sub-
ject without first ascertaining which
was the proper gide.
The St Let/is Globe-Democrat says
that the Republican party tried to pla-
cate the ether men in ite ranks in 1892,
but that it will not repeat the experi-
ment. This may sound very well, but
it is Amply a blaff, as the Republican
leaders are pie-raising the wilier men
aoything they want If they will only
drip the currency question. The silver
Republicans 'an get what they want by
voting for the free never Donsocramac
candidate for President, aad that's just
what thousands of theta will do-not
the pobtietane, but the 111.612 who have a
living to earn.
_
It time for the Republicans to stop talk-
ing about favoring home labor, as all the
corporations in Pennsylvania and the
East employing cheap foreign labor are
in the hands of the Republicans, and
were built up under and by the aid of
Republican legislation. Carnegie and
the mining capitalists in Pennsyleania
and tbePennsylvanut Railroad Company
employ thousands upon thousands of
Hungarians, P111.11 Ltild Ita.hans that
they brought over to this country be-
cause they could be hired cheaper than
our home laborers. Theme concerns
mentioned employ very few Amen
can laborers. Many of the big coal
misting companies iii Pennsylvania have
not a single American miner in their
Mimicry, yet all these (onetime are in the
heeds of Itepahlicatte.
01.11•10
NeNinley will not be President if
O'Bradley can prevent it.
I* 1890 McKinley favored the coinage
of just enough silver to use up all of the
silver ore gotten out of the mines of the
United States. Wonder what he favors
now? Even the men who have recently
been shouting themselves hoarse for
McKinley's nomination for the Presi-
dency do not know his position on this,
the most important IsSile that has ever
bees before the country for settlement.
Allison's h- ead was very level when
he refused to listen to some of his
friends who advised him lad winter to
eniplemize his candidacy for the Presi-
dency by declining to allow the Iowa
Legislature to re-elect him to the Unit-
ed States Senate. Allison did not want
to take such certain chances to be out of
a job in his old age. He was too old in
the business to tarn loose a good office
before he got one that was better. The
average Republican politician never
gets out of a job except when the people
fire him out.
It is said that the author* of the out-
rageous River and Harbor Hill wound
the (sufficient number of votes to pawl
the bill over the Prewitlegiete veto by
malting a trestle with fetch et the other
Pioneers who hail bills for pibilla build.
ingot that they itterired to hater mooed
They agreed to vote for any publie
building bill in return for a vote for the
River and Harbor Bill. This shows
how little the Senators care for the wel-
fare of the people. The men who voted
for that bill ought to be defeated the
neat time they offer for election.
The information is given direct from
McKinley's managers that he will not
give any answer to the query sent to
him by a number of Catholic clubs.
The query asked whether or not he
would, in the event of his election to
the Presidency, dinerintinate against
Roman Catholics on account of their re.
ligioes belief and Mr. McKinley's silence
ought to be stiffivieut proof to the Roman
Catholics that he would illiocriminate
eitalast them. But if not, then his few
to say so on account of antagonizing the
A. P. A. shows a degree of cowardice
that Ought to put every good citizen
against him for the Presidency. The.
people of these United- States do not
want a coward for President, and any
man is a coward who is afraid to state
his opinion on subjects in which great
bodice of citizens are interested. Then
again, if Mr. McKinley can not give
these Roman Catholics a negative
answer to their question, be is clearly
unfit for the Presidency,because the Con-
stitution which he would have to take
An oath to uphold in the event of his
election, guarantees entire, absolute rf-
ligiotig liberty, and says that a man's
religious opinions shall not be made a
test as to his cpaalilications for holding
public office. The members of the A.
P. A. are the most dangerous men who
have attacked the Conetitutiou of the
United States for a long while, and
McKinley's sympathy with them ought
to mese all men who love their country
and its Constitution to withholl their
vote from him. McKinley should de-
nounce the A. P. A. instead of making
terms with it.
The Populist Senators who desire to
take away the President's veto power
are not the friends of the people, for if
they were they would not favor such a
step am this for one moment. The Pres-
ident's veto power is frequently all that
protects the people against extravagant
and Vicious legislation of every sortand
that is why the Populist Senators want
to curtail or abolish it it entirely. They
know that as they hold the balance of
power in the Senate they can depend
upon the Republicans to aid them in the
multiage of any of their wild schemes,
but they see directly in front of them
an insurmountable barrier in the shape
of a Presidential veto, and as the/ real-
ise that, not being able to secure the aid
of Diminersts, they can get only a mit•
)ority, fUlti net enough to enable them
to over-ride the Presidential veto, they
desire to take away from hint the power
to veto their wild and reckless legiela-
tion-thus leaving the people without
any protection against them. The Pres-
ident is the only representative that the
people have to pass upon the merits of
bills before they become laws, and the
people will not be likely to do away
with the only check they have up r n
Congress. Many Representatives and
Senators are daily kept from introduc-
ing bills that would be contrary to the
public Interests simply because they
know that, while they might get the
et:ippon of bare majority, the Presi-
dent would veto them. This is one of
the provisions of the Constitution of the
United States that the people can not
awl have changed.It 
Oise the worst blows - that the
ciovernieent hal received at the bands
of any °morrow was; the passage of the
River atid Harbor Bill over the Presi.
dent's veto a few days ago. It Is a dis•
As McKinley has enough uncontested. arse* to the Senate that the authors ofvotes to nominate him, it is now Nod the bill should have succeeded in secur
that wherever the:* is a contest his ing enough votes to over-ride the Peelle
managers will advise the McKinley man dent's veto, a veto which:met with the
to yield his seat to his opponent -in the hearty approval of every man who
iatsrest of harmony." Thus is a very looked into the matter carefully. This
=Rooth game by which the McKinley bill carried the largest appropriation
men will make friends of the contestants ever made by any Congress for the
without being out anything. At first- rivets and harbor*, and in view of the
before McKinley had enough votes to present financial condition of the
make him safe-preparations were made country, the passage of this bill was lit-
to vigorously fight all contests to the tie less than a crime. It not only ex-
end, but now as this is not necessary. pended millions of dollars which the
the contestants will be seated without Government hasn't got, but which it
going into the merits of the case-' 'in will now have to raise this year, but it
the interest of harmony '' The great also committed the Government to the
macs of testimony that McKinley's completion of oertain work that will be
Managers had collected will now be extended through a number of years-
thrown away, as he ham enough votes affording a fine field for the perpetration
already, and Gen. Grosvenor who went of fraud, as Mr. Cleveland pointed out
to St. Louie yesterday to make prepars- in his veto meesage. The President
Mena for the contests will tie relieved of showed that a great bulk of this work
a great deal of work. In order to make thus placed on the Goverumei t
lie McKinley delegates whose seams are was work that was for the benefit
contested willingly surrender them to of very limited localities, and
the contestants, his mamegew sent out a ei many instances was entirely for
few days ago to eons.. of theme deli-gates the benefit of individuals. One item in
a dispatch that said . Tlie. services of the bill we remember was three million
ile.Kinley's friends will e.• valued by dollar, to make a harbor on the Pudic
the sacrifices they make.. • The man coast at Seats Monica, the Western ter-
who thinks for a moment that Mark minus of Mr. C. P. Huntington's South-
Hanna hasn't a very long bead on his ern Pacific Railroad, and which it is
shoulders certainly is not familiar with said can not be of any earthly benefit to
the manner in which he has managed a single human being except Mr. Hunt-
31 clien ley ' 8 campaign, ington, who has kept a number of lob-
byists at Washington for the past year
and expended a considerable sum of
money to get this matter included in
the River and Harbor Bill and in that
way make the Government prepare and
maintain a harbor for hie benefit alone.
Then again, the bill appropriates money
for little rivers and creek"( that can not
be made navigable under any einem-
stancesebut the authors of the bills do not
eare for that, as all they want is make
themselves solid at home by getting ap-
propriations to be spent in their dis-
tricts. They do not care for the opinion
of the generr public..
Bradley has come down considerably
In his political aspirations. Whet( he first
started out some months ago nothing
short of the Presidency would satisfy
him, and he announced that he was go-
ing to get it because he could carry Ker-
lucky. A little later-after McKinley
had swept the whole country and come
very near getting all of the Kentucky
delegation-Bradley said that out of
consideration for McKinley he would
take the Vice Presidency, and he then
lbegan to sound the politicians along
that line, and to try to make some sort
of a bargain with the McKinley men.
Be saw that he stood no more chance
for the second place on the ticket than
he did for the first, so he has at last
come down to a Cabinet office, and is
bow trying to make a trade with Me-
Xinley. There is no telling how much
lower down he is willing to fall, but the
trath of the business is that every place
he has yet signified his wite.reCieress to
*eke has been too high for him. A store-
keeper's or gaager's place in the reve-
ries service is about Bradley's size, and
If he continues to come down as he her
done glace he first announced himself
ter the Presidency it will not be long
before be reaches something about that
else, but whether he gene it or not is an-
, atm quesiios. It is hard to see why
Nods? **aid be willing to give up the
glimemilp 01 geotook7 to accept a
(PAWS poildos.
SI, Reward 8100.
The readets of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure in all its stages. and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure as the
only positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu-
tional disease, requires a aonstitutional
treatment. Hall s Catarrh Cure es
taken internally, acting directly tipoti
the blood and flattens surfaces of the
system. thereby destroying the founds
tion the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting stature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers, that they offer Cue
Hundred Dollars for any cane that it
fails to cure. Send for list of teatime*
Address,
Y J. CXXNEY tit CO., Toleder 04
Sold by druggista, 73ce
kLaUs landly Pills are the beet,
„ritioaN=z-l-
ittf0",
After trying to trade McKinley out
of a promise of a Cabinet office and
failing, Bradley has determined to try
to defeat him, in hopes that the man
who doses succeed in getting the nomi-
nation would be so grateful for his aid
that he would reward hint with the
office he desires, but the successful man
would hardly be willing to trust a fellow
of Bradley's stripe.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat says
that "McKinley is in the hands of his
friends, and that they will do all of the
necessary talking for him." They will
find that this will not answer on all oc-
casione-for instance, when the Catho-
lics ask questions they will make Mc-
Kinley himself talk, and if he doesn't
talk it will not be very long before he
begirs to wish that he had. The A. P.
A. also sueceeded in making McKinley
talk when it went after his scalp. While
it is certain that for several months the
money of the protected manufacturers
has been doing a great deal of very ef-
fectual talking for McKinley, he will
find that there are a few things he must
say for hunself.
Each day that the St. Louis conven-
tion draws nearer it looks more and
more as if the Republicans were pre-
paring to straddle the eurreney question.
Komi, mouths ago node of the Herold',
ran lenders would waste time talkimet
tin a mats who would plumped anything
but it straight out and out gold platform
for the party in the appronehing can-
vass, but as many of the solid Reliable
eau Staten have been declaring for free
silver some of the leaders have begun to
think that possibly it might be better to
straddle on the currency question, and
now comes John M. Thurston, who is to
be Chairman of the convention, and says
that he thinks it quite certain that the
currency plank in the platform will be a
straddle. The party leaders fe ar that
an out and out gold plank might came.
Colorado, California, Montana and one
or two other Staten to eupport the Dens-
(Keane party's free ether candidate.
Just at present the Republiratia are net
laughing so much about the split vaned
in the Democratic ranks by this eurren•
ey question, 1141 they have a pretty 'urge
split in their own ranks that demands
their whole attention.
Bradley's course in regard to the Mc
Kinley letter puts him in ii very unen-
viable light. In the first place the let-
ter was a private communication that
McKinley supposed he WM sending to a
friend, and therefore should have been
kept private. Then again Bradley tried
to get McKinley to promise him a Cabi-
net office, evidently intending not to
my anything abont the letter if he got
the promise. Now that he sees he has
nothing to gain by the nomination of
McKinley he brings the contents of the
letter before the public with the hope
that it will defeat the writer and cause
the nomination to go to someone with
wheel' he canmake some sort of a deal.
The fact that a letter or parts of a letter
that he had written to McKinley had
been made public does not justify Brad-
ley in giving publicly to opinions given
him in a private communication. Th.-
matter may cause McKinley considera-
ble trouble, but it is hard to see what
Bradley can hope to gain by it, for if
the letter should happen to cause Mc-
Kinley to be defeated the man who does
get the nomination would not be likely
to give the Kentuckian anything.
Russia is to day the most powerful of
the European and Asiatic nations.
While England has been intent on ex-
tending its colonial possessions and its
commerce. Russia has given herself to
the solidification of her immense do-
main, comprising about one-eighth of
the inhabitable globe. f or more than a
century the strengthening of the em-
pire, unification of its people and the
races that cornrow. the the Czar's sub-
jects and the development of a mighty
military power have been, almost 'inc,'
Catherine level' her reign in 1725, the
Joie object of the Government. The n-
inth of this work is an empire the stron•
$frat in retoureen, the grandest in ex-
tent and the mightiest Iii military power
to the world. At present Russia is more
than a inateh, on the land, for the two
strongest nations of Europe, and she is
in a position where no two nations on
the continent can engage in war with-
out she will remain neutral in the con-
test. With an army on a peace of 835,-
Ink men, and some 7,000,000 that can be
called into service in ea.* of war, armed
with the hest weapons known to modern
military science, and officered by vete-
rans, it is easy 'to see why Great Brit-
ain, Germany and France each seek a
friendly alliance with her. Not only is
Russia able to carry on a war with any
of her neighbors, but she is one of the
least vulnerable countries in Europe.
The completion of the Siberian Railroad,
connecting St. Petersburg and Moscow
with the Pacific, makes invasion from
the West as difficult ail from the East,
Add to these advantages that of ebnii•
dant finaneial resource*, and it is lint tom
be disputed that Ruse& is the dominant
power in Europe and In Aria as well.
The man who expects to ever become
a candidate for office had better never
write a letter of any sort for as sure as.
he writes one it will turn up some time
when he least expects it, and will cause
him trouble. When the late James G.
Blaine wrote to his friend Mulligan in
regard to jobs that they had put up on
the Government he put a postscript to
his letter saying, "burn this," but some-
how or other Mulligan failed to burn
it, and when Blaine got the Presidential
nomination and had the office that he
had so long coveted aimed within his
grasp that Mulligan letter came to the
front and was instrumental in cawing
his defeat. W. Godfrey Hunter, who
was a candidate for the Uutted States
Senate before the hue Kentucky Legis-
lature wrote to three friends promising
to do all he could to aid in securing the
free coinage of silver, and one of those
three pledges fell into the hands; of Sen-
ator Landes, who read it bef ire the
joint session, and W. Godfrey Hunter
had to throw up the sponge, and took
the fine train leaving Frankfort ;-his
pen had defeated him. Now a letter
that the silent McKinley wrote to a
farmers' journal in 1890 in regard to the
coinage of silver has been resurrected,
and will cause him an almost inconceiv-
able amount of trouble, as he is trying
to keep his position on the currency
question from being known, so that he
can catch votes from both sides. In
that letter Mr. McKinley said that he
was in favor of coining all of the silver
ore gotten out of the silver mines of the
United States. McKinley will continue
to keep silent, but his managers will,
doubtless, claim that the letter is a for-
gery. The real shrewd politician never
puts anything down on paper.
A Great Oppertnally!
We give away, absolutely free of cost,
for a limited time only, The People's
Common Sense Medical Adviser. by R.
V. Pierce, M. D., Chief Consulting Phy-
sician to the Invalids' Hotel and Surgi-
cal Institute, a book of 10e8 large pages,
profusely illustrated, bound in strong
paper covers to any one sending 21 cents
in one-cent stamps, to cover cost of
mailing only. Over 680,000 copies of
this complete family Doctor Book
already sold in cloth binding at regular
price of $1.60. World's Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
Perfect Health.
Keep the system in perfect or-
b the occasional tise of
futt's Liver Pills. They reg-
Ilate the bowels and produce
A Vigorous Body.
For si•.ck headache, malaria, bil-
iousness, constipation and kin-
dred diseases, an alsol toe cure
TUTT'S Liver PILLS DrLPeice's Cream Baking Powder





Th:rc is no dividing line.
PLUG
DON'T FORGET for 5 cents you gct almost 5
as much "Battle Ax" as you do of other
brani; for 10 cents.
DON'T FORGET that "Battle Ax" i3 made of p
_the best leaf grown, and the quality cannot be N. ;
imoroval.
e DON'T FORGET, no matter bow much you
al are charged for a small piece of other brands,
th - chew is no better than " Batt!". Ax."
DON'T FORGET, "Economy is wealth," and
you want all you can g:t hr your money.
Why pay 10 cents for other brands wh:n youk can gct- "Battle Ax" flr 5 cents?
4 V * 4Zi4444E;i4441e4Z;41
The California delegation will present
to the St. Louis convention the name of
Ulyses S. Grant for tat. Vice Preeiden-
tial nomination, hoping that the con-
vention will take the young man up and
put him on the ticket because he bears
his de.ad father's name, which they
think woula of itself bring votes to the
ticket. As there is nothing in young
READY TO ADJOURN.
ItIPFAIAL TO ?law ERA I
Washington, D. C., June 11 -The
Senate and House have about completed
the work mapped out for toolay,and at 4
o'clock this afterricem will adjourn sine
die.
IT WILL BE DAVISON.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Nicholasville, Ky., June 11.-Davison
Al ins the Republican nomination for
Congress in this district. He is very
popular all over the district.
FOR LIFE.
[mEciAt. TO NEW ER t.]
Princeton, Ky., June 11 -Wm. Steffy
charged with being one of the nmrderers
of Howton, and who has been in jail in
Hopkinsville for some time, was
bremeht here for trial on Tuesday. The
case was fleieheol this meriting, and !af-
ter being out a short while the jury re-
turniel a verdict sentencieg Steffy to
confine-meat In the penitentiaTy for life.
WILL EN HUNG.
losintreet. k KW RNA
SW11,11111, Ky., Jam( 11.-The trial of
Van, Alleorti, who murdered his lather,
was completed at this plume this Menge
isig, and the jury foetid Is Ito Ninny mid
fixed his 'enlistment at death, Ile will
be huter some day In August,
TO BE CHAIRMAN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
St. ,Louis, Mo., Juno 11.-Marcus
Hanna, the Cleveland millionaire, who
has managed McKinley's entire cam-
paign, will be Temporary Chairman of
the Nationnl Convention instead ef
Jim. M. Thurston, of Nebraska. Red-
field Pro tor, United Stets Senator
nom Vermont will be Permanent
l'hulrilinim,
AGAINST BRADLEY.
IserciAl, To NEW ERA
St Louis, Ito Juno 11 -The anti-
Bradley &legatee from Louisville) will
GOVI BRADLEY eided the contest this morning.be eented-The National Committee de-
SIAMESE TWINS.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Brownsville, Ky., June 10.-The wife
of Wm. Lindecy, a Mire-man, tlii m wil-
ing gave birth to a pair of twins joined
together at their (rides by a pace of
fiesh in-4 like the conebrated Siamese
twins were. The children are alive.Republicans are the very het people
on earth who ought to complain if hard
times all over the country. as their party
E NTUCK Y'S GOVERNORby its vicious legislation, its class legis- li
lation, its legislation in favor of the rich
against the poor caused fie present
trouble, as every man who has kept up
with the Congressional enactments in '
regard to the tariff and the currency Cams on the Tratl of Ohio's
lias Dalnul His
Mr. Grant it is not likely that the con-, righting Ciothe3.veution will be earned away at the mere 
mention of his name.
question well know. That party began
in 1873, when it demonetized silver, al Siltnt Son.
course that necessarily culminated in
the present financial troubles.
California is a great State, and the
people there-or at leak a large part of
them-are so fond of the game of poker
that in many places the officers have
decided that the playing of the game is
not gambling. At a recent meeting of
police chiefs the California representa-
tive remarked that in his State poker is
not clamed with gambling because it is
considered a erentific gains'. If nem
view is correct there is no longer any
(leant as to what is the most expensive
scientific course in the world.
A 'Mort while ago many of the enthu-
sialeie McKinley men thomile that their
man emit(' be nominated by the St.
Ionia convetition without the forninlity
of it ballot, but they have chanted their
:nimbi now, and my that one ballot will
isecortmary. Their prevent sit tine
WWI to the roll of State.. (
and .when the name of Peunryli Aida
was reticle-11 Sennett. Quay wile to anew
and withdruw from the nice and move
that McKinley be nominated by accla-
mation. This was expected to carry the
convention by storm and do :sway with
further opposition, but for some reason has turned a perfect somersault on the
known only to themselves McKinley's question in so short a time. The reasonfollowers have abaneoned that program, that this is de oni. is because of the fa( tand will not attempt anything -sensa-
tional, but they say McKinley will be 
that recently Bradley, it is alleged,
wrote a letter to McKinley in which Ile
expressed himself as being in favor of
silverand portions of this; letter came out
a few days ago in the Washington dis-
patches to the Chicago Record. It is
said that Brndley wrote the letter to
!McKinley as a private matter, mid had
no idea that enyone else would ever es.
ie and bemuse Melt in ley made this
pulite* he will retaliate by publishing
the 'substance of the letter that the Ohio
mut wrote him advising hita to put into
the Kentucky platform it plank having
a decided 'elver
Gov. Bradley is very much stirred up
over this matter, and says that he has
been treated unfairly by McKinley, Who
should not have mentioned the letter at
all, as it was a private communication.
More than this, Gov. Bradley says that
McKinley has treated him badly by try-
irg to make him out a silver man, and
that in order to make him aprear
as such only garbled portions,
isolated passages of his lete r
were given to the press. He
will not give McKinley's letter in fall,
as it is a private letter, but he will give
the portions relating to the currency,
question. Bradley says that he hue not
withdrawn from the Presidential race,
nor authorized any one to wine-hay
him, and that he intends to stay in it
until the St. Louis couventiou nomi-
nates someone, and he is of the opinion
that this letter from McKinley to him
will have an important effect on the
campaign now in progress between the
aspirants for the Presidential homi-
nation, that it may possibly defeat him.
It is said that Bradley has two nets of
letters from McKinley, in regard to the
matter, and that he has letters from all
the other Presidential aspirants, but
McKinley's is the only one he will men-
tion.
It is. said by some of Bradley's friends
that as the letters from McKinley are
private, he will state in his card not
easily nominated Ott first ballot-and
have votes to spare, although Boss nett
says not.
The Democrats who on Tuesday
morning breke the quorum in the House
of Representatives are to be commended
for their course, as the Repnblicamo
were aiuinply prolonging the /stolen of
Genoese for the pnrixoe of pealing
meats to which Denekratm had been
elected so as to have a majority in
enelugh Stoat* to emulate them beyond a
*bedew of it doubt tot elect the Proddent
In ease the next Preeideut should have
to be elected by the House, which will
Is. the ease if nouto of the candidates
happen to get a majority of all the votes
cast at the November election. It was
only very recently that the Republican
leaders became very deeply impressed
with the belief that on account of the
great diversity of opinion on the curren-
cy question there is considerable; proba•
bility of the next election being thrown
into the House of Reeresentativos, or
else they would have unseated the
necessary number of Democrats sorly in
the session. All they want is a majori-
ty of the Representatives of enough
States to give them a majority in the
electoral college-as a majority of the
Representatives of a State cast t le • whole
electoral vote of the State-the State*
voting as a whole when electing a Pres-
ident.
Representative Seven° Payne evident-
ly hopes to succeed to the Speakerehip
in case Reed should be mane Vice Presi-
dent, and he is trying to make hinieelf
solid with his Republican associates by
ilig tyrannical rulings Whenever Speaker
Reed calls him to the chair while the
Howse goes into Committee of the
Whole to consider-or rather to pass
upon-contested election caste, of
which there have been a
large number the; session Mr. Payne
thinks that because Mr. Reed gained his
present prominence chiefly by acting the
tyrant and the bully, he can do so, too,
but he should remember that Mr. Reed
had the advantage of him in that he
had brains. In his efforts to gain noto-
riety Mr. Payne is liable to go toe far
for his own good, as on Tuesday while
considering the contest for the seat of
Mr. Underwood, a Democratic member
from Alabama, his rulings were so
grossly unjust that even a number of
Republicans protested, and showed their
disapproval of the high-handed outrage
by voting with the Denuserats, but Mr.
Underwood was unseated-as it had
been determined before hand that he
should be, although the committee had
made no majority report in favor of the
seating of Aldrich, the contestant, who
in reality had not the shadow of a right
to the seat, as he had been overwhelm-
ingly defeated at the polls. In these
contested cases from the South Mr.
Payne believes in counting the votes of
all the negroes in the district for the
Republican candidate whether the ne-
groom voted that way or not, or even
whether they voted at all or not, be-
cause he says the *legroom are all Repub-
lican/1 and would each and every one
vote that way if the Democrats did not
interfere, and ninny of the tontorta be-
fore the) present Lkiugross have Insu set-
tled on thin prim
-wear
F ankfewt, Ky., June 10.-Gov. Brad-
ley has at last put on his war-paint and
fighting clothes, and is now camping on
McKinley's trail. A year ago-just be-
fore the last Republican State conven-
tion in Kentucky-Bradley wanted to
know exactly what sort of a currency
plank to put in the platform, so he
wrote to a number of leading Republi-
cans to get their opinions on tho' matter,
amid among the number written to was
MeKinley,.a•lio wrote a letter to Brad-
ley advising that he put in n plank with
a decided silver tinge, Gov, lloulley
Well hits that letter ill Ilia 1/004.1.re
niiil he 'is Low very busy
writing it (ere which le. will, together
with the letter, give out to the Associa-
ted Press to-night, showing that the
lending Republican Presidential eunde
date was in favor of silver a year ago.
and that it Ls hardly probable that he
THE REPORT IS UNTRUE.
[SPVCIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Washingtote D. C., June 10.-There
is absolutely not a word of truth in the
specials going out of Washington to the
effect that members of the Administra-
tion had declared that they would vote
for McKinley on a gold platform. Not
a member of the Cabinet has made such
a declaration, nor will ally member of
the Cabin( t vote for McKinley ou any
platform or under any circumstances.
When asked about the matter Mr.
Cleveland said, '-I'll le dammed if I'll
vote for McKinley."
BOIES IS THE MAN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington,D.C., Jam. 10--From the
talk here among the silver Democrats
one gathers the impreesiou that Horace
Boies would be tee nominee of the Chi-
cago convoeition.
IN AND ABOUT LITTLE
New. of the Notelibortiood In tiondeas•
ed Notes.
There is Mil Mill II Hilted but WV
Will try and give ii ti in iii..
Mr. Lucian Jenkine, ed. mid mem
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Milt
Wright thieweek.
Mr. Bob Fuller, of Antioch, seems to
enjoy driving over this road since the
grader has been ewer it. (Well, no
wonder.)
The wonting that is to meth talked
of has been put off until the leaves be
begin to fall.
Mewere. Bob Thomas and Howell
CoLb intended a singing clown in the
Concord neighborhood Sanday night.
Mrs. W. T. mayton, who has been
quite sick for the last fifteen days, is
lowly ni (roe i r g
The mitering at me Jim. Harniel's last
Senility night wits highly enjoyed by all
prevent,
Telr Frain: Coal( and family, of Cheeky,
were in the neighlswlased Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Minor itiel ern W. C
Davis, of the Comeiel iteighbot hood,
were the guest of Mrs. Laura nayteen
list week.
But enough for the present, we. will
write again when news is more plenti•
friL C.
- --What Ellen N. Earned.
For the fourth week in May time gross
earnings of the L. & N. Railroad Com-
pany amounted to $490,985.e0, which
was in decrome of $17,124.00 from corres
pending week in 1895, but an increase
of $931.00 over 1894, and a -decrease of
$71.812 to front 1893.
For the entire month of May the
earnings were $1,571,9e0.0e, which was
an increase of $88,536.00 over 1893, and
an increase of P0,431.00 over May 1894,
but a decrease of $189,712.00 from May
1893.
The earnings from July let 1895 to
May 31st lefie amounted to $18,712,209,
which was an increase of $983,538.00
over corresponding period of 1894-95,
and an ire-rewire of $1,2e2,687 00 over
1592-94, but a decrease of $1,977,5e0.0s
from eorreepondiug period of 1892-93.
Mileage 2974.55,
Cripple
The iron grasp of scrofula has no
mercy upon its victims. This demon
of the blood is often not satisfied with
causing dreadful sores, but racks the
body with the pains of rheumatism
until Hood's Sarsaparilla cures.
"Nearly four years ago I became af-
flicted with scrofula and rheumatism.
adewhat they say, but what they do NOT
Running sores broke out on my thighs,say and in that way avoid the breech of PleCei of bone came out and an operationIcourtesy involved in making public a was contemplated. I had rheumatism in
private letter. This way can be just as
effectual as if he gave the contents of
the letter in full.
The Governor did not decide to :write
the card until he had consulted with
(several Republican leaders.
It is said that Bradley's Managers
held these letters.over;McKinley's head
a few (lays ago and lii el to extract a
promise of a Cabinet office, for the Ken-
tuckian, but that the Ohio man did not ,
believe Bradley would make his letters
public.
E. W. Bagley, a prominent lawyer of
Paducah, Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey enrol hits ehildron of whoop-
ing tough when all thilige eke) failed.
It's a new reflexly for all Lough's. Guar-
anteed by all dealers.
ruomm•••••••••1" 0 •0
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
eamiat Gold ktatal alal,kIatar 1.ou 1.66 lAwasim
may legs, drawn up out of shape. Host ap-
petite, could not sleep. I was a perfect
wreck. I continued to grow worse and
finally gave up the doctor's treatment W
ell
take Hood's Sarsaparilla. Soon appetite
came back; the sores commenced to heal.
My limbs straightened out and I threw
away my crutchee. I am now stout andhearty and am farming, whereas four
years ago I was a cripple. I gladly rec-
ommend Hood's Sarsaparilla." CHUAN
II•ssoltD, Table Grove, Illinois.
ood's
Sarsaparilla
!stile One Tree fiend Teener, ell druresta. It.Preparedenty c 1 remota t'o Lows It, Mast,
/441H ..•y toood's k • -66•J • Ite
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
v transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish befere proper ef-
fortis--gentle efforts-plearant efforts-
rightly directed. There its comfort IP
the knowledge. that so many ferms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a con.itpatt d condi.
tion of the rtystm. which the pleasant
family laxative, Sirup°, Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the on17
remedy with millions of families. and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value eeesoe health. Its locncticial
effects are due to the fact. that it is the
one remedy wIneh promotes Lite/mai
eleanlineesi without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in eider to get its Ione-
Mein elTeets, to polo when (ou
flint pm Wive the genuitie
616. 11.111,11 hi its6otitteet tired by the' la 11.
fel isle trk, !Synge nu, Hilly mud kohl by
ill repute Isle di
If In the *Mice tneht of et id health.
end the systom Is, Nolo., Inentiveft or
other remedies are then not lit ailed. If
with any wenn' disease, one
may be coinmentled to tile most
physicians, but if In need of a laxative,
one should have tee Leo, and with the
well-informed evorywherc. Syrup of
Figs stands highest and ;s most largely
used and gi.esi'uost m neral Cu..;action.
0%44^WO"Iti4.ww,i^"..4roil
PATENTS
Caveats, and Troide-Ma-'•, obtained and all Pat'-
inn Wooer' conducted Is' age AAAAA c rtes,
mei ernes is opposers u, n. ',steer Otteit*nu We serum pnientia 1416 110111 114116 t&411
ft06113'111Ititte16.
noel noes erre en er phone with eloneree
ins, Ws ease if pinont.o... Of net, i.e. of
tbir Ise '04 des WI lo or. wed.
A Pame61.[T. " 11.% to lit I " 1/1111
0611 VI sass in the U. B. ern tutees lausiriesest iris, 0441,14cra
C.A.SNOW&CO.






d IN al Bend! lfe
Of Newark, New Jersey.
-See Their New Contract.-
Everythinx in the Contract.
Loans and real eitate are
specialties with us.
om, on West side North Main, near
Court House, Hopkineville, Ky.




A. • t"; •vn r-eitv ,.$,4 T SP?
Special attention given to the colleetion
of claims. Office over elanten, Bank.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,




rittorrzem - at - Lawi
OtEcei floor...r Block, over Planyes
L. C. ANDLRSON
Pi1YS1Cla (44c1 Saran°.
Often over Planters Bank. °Mee
hoar,' from e to 11 a, in., 4 to 4 p. rn
M. S. Meriweatlial
1:11301%79P.T.09191E".
-Men oirr-r 111;*••••41 In laumsner Block
Farmers, use the Old Reliable
Homestead =
Fertilizer
for your Sprint crops. High Gritele.
Best Quality. Send for free pamphlet




FOR RES & BRO. ,. I
w3m Ilopkinsville.Ky
ave Mone
Dr, 1) ‘n 1 ,, rny an] I ni:1 A:1%e you money in
Fancy and Staple Dress Goods,
Dress Trimmings, Wash Dress Good',
Men's Furnishing Goods,




and every lin of good‘ to be hid in a fi k-chAs dty goods
er-tab`ishOctnt can be fou d at lowebt prict a mt
• i M. JONES'.
NV ill ciose out at WHOLESALE COST all my
spring and summer wool Dress ciootio. all hirp4 Waiiiie
and al! 'my I.bdies' M skits ani Children'a let and























k • Ii rt•Ill
P e • lee unefulart
citroIi .44tic'rs s.,u oor lucent• .'.it-la. counter.
Special Prices on
Lace Curtains...
smite, fir 01.11Sutter:rot k LEASoap.
a cake. In Ina  Pr Me Pr. roe pr. ate pr










tier Evevir•-4 . . .
ea roes nice new brigh4colored matting'. This Catch on to
this lot Gilt
matting I. worth 20e per
yard, but it Is a little late
iii the wouson, we boughtat auction and we krt. sell-lug It set lie per yard.
CKET
Sr
5 tint 1--)AR rintivr
Count er.65.1."EJ.it It 1...(4:.17.11 Proprietor
wzatiP71
Rio. Shoe







.VII)eqUit0 BR I'S ai•rrena, blase












We guarantee Very prtir of It .e.4we t.e'l not to rip.
We have Sm.- own rnaeinn, a and worLm in and pew ti:f rua
r culoomtra frt e.







• . a. •
4%; •• . •" • ••• • .• . • ••'.: • ••-:• • • •.?,:i v:04i:f • 41,4 40 .;* 6' ,'• %:.;• c*.
174,. (V(k:4j4".7114;C:AjFIS'!lb.
Stylish e-4
Hats ail!! Bonnets zA
n.%0 We have a car-fully seec.(dan.1 beantitul
ol mi:linery ; be:ides notions, blii t waists,g
ladies vt-his, etc.
:• .' We want you to ji dge for yonrelf, and,...„
.%.7. A invite you to ( xarulne our mock for the
*-3tp ing and summer If not caring to pur-
-`•!.,'Qb chase the int*, rmation of what i eople are•













ciood suits,and hottest made clothing st pi ices to humor,-
;z,. with the






(.'or Seventh and Virginia
Ky
Rigs Purnishcd day. or ti.brbT
C. H. ,F.Jirt;fr
ivarN • r A & sale
Stable!
Sts.
Nu mer () pen in g
at
The Leader,
May 1st and '2.d.
choico line of pattern bats
will bd shown which will co-rn
pare and equal anything shown-
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The Natural Market of the
Bark Tobacco District.
IMenthly report of the Hoykinseille 7 60, 7 50, 750. 7
 40, 7 40, 740, 7 40,7 '30.
Tobacco 11 arket , Hovk iutville, Ky., T 30
, 7 30, 7 30, 7 30, 7 25, 7 25, 725. 7 10.
7 00, 7 00, 7 00, 700, 7 00, 700, 7 00. 710.
vtew. ti 7 00, 6 96, 6 86, 6
 35. 6 93, 6 95, 6 90, i;
ss en 





lam •ipt• for pence moll'n 4.4:5
kw. req. 
if1.716,5
S4/...6, for ikwut wool It ...
lip 1...% for the- inner
innn•nui Saw reillGotont 1.6141
win I polent• far -Ito,. t






tato 6 75, 6 80, 6 70, 6 60, 650, 6 50, 6 30. 6 50,
asat ! 6 60. 6 50, 66, 6 50 o4p. f; 5Q 6 50. 6 50. Tiao above firm. 
r on the alert
2-5;4 6 50, 6 6°' 6 46' 6 46. 6 46' 6 25' 6 25, 6 25.
 I for business, have about comple
lled a
4.1116t
16 40, 6 00. 4 00, 6 I:0, 6 00 601'. 600, 6 00, gon Elm street. This-house will be
3•I'ih 6 00, 6 Oil, 7 on.
ins !Aids. common leaf, $5 911 to 4 00.
76 Mids. low leaf and good lugs, V 00
to I 50.
101 ithas. medium hags $2 40 to 1 50.
C hilds. common lugs and trash, $2 45
to 73c.
itic market very strong on good and
good useditun leaf with a good general
demisted. Common leaf and lugs remain
Sew and dull. Ship your tobacco to us
sad we will $tet you the highest market
w.
•Ilale days Tnewinys, Wednesdays
and Thursdays. Yours truly.
RseittnALE, CAXWIER &
ceipts for the year, 1 195 h
ogsheads se
compared with 14,445 hogsheads 
bet
yoar. Sales for the past month. 2.514f
kogsliesdlt, AI compared with 2,874 lsall
year. Sales for the year, 
5.7414 hoget
beads, as compared with 4,749 
hotr.•
heads last year. F`..iiam,,ito for 
the past
mouth, 1.O.11 hogsheads, as 
cornpar.st
with 1.313 hogsheads last year. 
libels,.
ments tor the year, 3,165 hos
olheads,
compared with 2,771 hogsheads
 last
year. Stock on stile, 4,774 holtAliv-Ittbly
as compared with 2.134 
hogsheads hest
yeas. Stock sold, 3,065 
hogsheads,*
compered with 2,166 hogsheads 
hist
year. Stock on hand, 7,839 
hogsheads.
as cotnyeared with 4,500 
hogsheads fast
year.
Wigsdal0, Cooper & 
Co
1.314,11 75,6 23, 6f4, 6 10,6 10, 6 10, 6 10, 6 25.
Repartet: by J. H. E•ggletee, of
Alfred, Lesvea & Co., leaf dealers.
June i
lteiptcet-3 and offeringsincontue
large end Itie better geodes of I re-
  men andaalian are isecisAinig 
eearcer
emelt week..
JAMES WFST The li`rench Myles
Planters' : Warchousc
sire almost a
thaw of the peat, and 'when there is
same She-eurdpetition ifs very istr..ug
team.
Illie,afTeritive wore •osscaposasi very
saggely of ounimeauos0 a and loss lugs,
end the denials"! id eat equal is the
'apply. Prins' were -set very sato, •
44sctoiy 1.) eetisen Lessor the j toe-
41044e were liesiv.y.
There weeerepresentatives ed the
Unclean manses in suendawee 00.
tie warl !yowler. We had this week 11r.
Aisbert N'an (4sIsral. of ", toter /urge
of Antwerp, and Mr Nally, of /gre-
si.Ju..iiith us, anti they bought trerl)
witrutver they 4ound it to sin* &bout
AND NEW ENTERPRISE
blow that tbei esop is virtually set it
. 1e be hoped Wet eastglarmer
peat (forth hie. energy and try to raise
We toast crop that wits ewer riasell
Were
ug 
is low and common grades
eno h to do for die next Ave years
to CAM What the trade want is
We Simi graders sal atelecaions. THiea
crew this method is adopted the
(starer.. wiit not Mae* any cause tor
coiski.sint fat:inole:Awygorraiises.
Trask lug' $ 1 00 to a sic;
* No Chitunission! Common higs  1 50 to 250Medium lags  80 to 380
N IMUI Good ;cgs  3 40 to 450;
Common leaf  3 00 to 4 50
oMocidediurniesihsf  8 30 to Si SO
 9 00 to foal
Flue leaf  1,1 00 to iísaj
  IS SO to 15 00
WINFREE MOS, & 
COMPANY, Receipts for "rock. 1,370 hhtis
Receipts for year ......11,$S4 hhda
Sales for week  640 hhds
8,321 birds
threrihgv for week 1;102 Ude
Sales for year 
4Horxixsyn.LE, KENTUCKY.'
4 Mr 011.14q Forf 111NO, $2.1
81111111110.14e
For the Farmers!
MAIM STREET, : HOPKLNSVILLI, KY.. -
-
Villicrtersai• and rata.iii defilers in Agrieultuml rImpl•-
naents, Seeds, Buggies, Isarness, Rte. We sell the fal-
lowing celebrated brands of goods:
McCormick Reapers and Mowers
0. S. Kelly & Co. and Sterens Threshers and Engin
es,
Oliver Chilled and John Deere Plows, Anchor Buggies,
Surreys and PhEetons, Fish Bros.' celebrated
1/V.A.C4-0INTS
Superior and Buckeye Wheat Drills, Atlanta and U
r-
bana Fertilizers, besides a thousand other things too
tedious to mention. Our stocks full and complete and
 we will not be undersold.




lotoants islet; by Sampled*, Cecipm
. Mon It. Wareham. nopkiessillie,
1'y., of 49 hhals4flar the pre two
65 
weds:
hhels. good leaf, $211 75, Ill 76, 12 60,
1I80. ii 76, 11 74, 11 76, 11 76, 11 6561, U-
25, 11 25, 11 33, 11 00, 11 00, 11 00, 10 75,
10 7.5, 10 76, 10.60, 10 150, 10 50, 10 50, 10-
00, 101%10 25, /0 n, l• 00, 1000, 1000,
1000, 10 00, 1000, 16 00, 10 60, 10 24, 10-
15„ 10 00, 9 95, 9 90, ft 80, 9 80, 9 60, 9 70,
960, 960, 9 .50, 0 40, 940, 9 76, 9 30, 920,
9 10,9 10,9 141,9 10, 9 10, 9 10, 9 00, 900,
9 00, 9 20, 9 Ob, 910, 900.
14 /aids medium leaf, 08 96, 8 96, 896,
8 95, te 90, 940,
875,8 60, 8 80, 8 60, 8 80, 8 60, 8 50.8 76.
8 05, 8 50, 8 60, 8 80, 8 46, 8 40, 8 40, 8 60,
40, 11 36, 8 35, 8 311, 8 90, 8 25, SO, 8 26,
8 40, 10, 8 10, 00, h 00, 8 00, 8 00, 800,
8 80, 8 0*, 000, 8 10, 7 96, 7 95, 7 95,
7 90, 7 90, 7 90, 7 80, 780, 7 WO, 7 HO, 7 73,
7 75, 773, 770, 7 70, 7 70, 7 70, 7 60, 7 60,
7 60. 7 60, 7 60,17 70, 7 60, 7 90, 7 70, 7 50,
7 50, 7 60, 7 50, 7 00,„7.60, 7 50, 7 50, 7 50,
14eStee by Gaither & West of 375 Midi.
few irs,ck ending June 5. f#96:
30 highs good to fine leaf. $12 60. 11-
25. 11 AO. 5000, /0 P 5n. 9 00, 9 OA,
9 04 0 50, 9 NO, P 60, 0 00 9 10, 9., 70, s 00,
010,S 00, 73, N /SO, Pi 93, $4 96, 00, 64,5,
11 80, I 110, 14 60, St NO, it 70, 9 73, 930, 990,
9 MO.
40 %luta. median* le gnat loaf, IPA U.
100. 2 00, 6 73, 6 so, ti 70, is 90, 7 ft), ti 1,4),
used as a storage and sales Lome.
They now have two and a half acres
under roof, giving them a storage
caparily of 5,000 Mids. and a handl-
ing capacity of 10,000 hlids.
new Elm street warehouse will have
a capacity of 1,200 hhki.s. with beeascr'
room fo; 200 hhds. per day. They
are now so situated that they can
break 600 hhc.14. each week. The
Elm street warehouse is larrer than
the cne on Itsia street. Messrs.
Ragsdale, Cooper [ft Co. are now
full/ prepared in every way to handle
all tobacco consigned to them. That
this bowie will protect their patrons'
best interests is quite patent frog'
h. largo arrinvint of tobacco f ntruRt-
ea to the as, If you want to potion.
ins dis best dark tobacco mork*Ii in
As world don't fail to ship your w
-
imp ,4pWopkinW.,rtwerviseriai
1161 in ?(r raitiettif yowir
10. 70. g 60, 6 66. 6 56. 7 40. 6 eD. 0 se, OAS will be weft guarded by We bid
4 50, 7 40, 7 50, 750, 7 70, 7 On, 7 50, 7 80,
UO, 110, 8 06, ft SO. 7 00, 7 00, 7 :10. 7 00,
8 00. 7 MO, 7 tSS, II, 7 00. 7 00, N 641,9 78,
7 00, 7 IS, 6 410, fl 73, 7 00, 3 75, TIC', 670,
7 30, 7 no. 8 150. 7 60, 77:1, s 36.
137 hhtis. common loaf. fia 00 to 10.
46 hhda isedfurn se good inv.
to 4 00.
120 Mule. cornmeal to medium
11 00 to 2 50
The breaks esich week show a





Then- are very few hints. of real line
Wei appeasing, Int such as du sed01
507 sattfatiory prices.
Thanking as fos past fevers we
searoestly 'soliciting your shipments in






PreseGt Tear Promises to bt
Pint Pr•sperotis.
The report of D. P. lilsaftlaion, Iziapea-
Sal Hopkinerilk. Tobacco Board. be
the month of May shows the Market to
be enjoying a boom, which will result
is making the prwieut year tile most
prosperous in its history. .1 number of
now warehouses have just bum com-
pleted, but receipts have continued to
increase at such a rate that more room
for storage will still be demanded.
Much of this increase is due to new
roads being built, that have opened ter-
ritory never tributary to this market
before, and it is a known fact that the
very highest figures to b.. obtained any-
where are given on the Hopkinsville
breaks.
The Inspector's figures for May, as
compared with the report of a year ago
show a most healthy as well as remark•
all.. gr iwth. The report shows receipts
for the past month of May to be 4,41.1
hogsheads, as compared with 2710 hogs-
heads for the_same time last year. Re-
lar atorage and senior, warehouse
:and es•-. houss of






them all. ; on't do your-
self the injus ice of buy-
ing until you have ex-
amined this machine.
See your noares agent.
WJECarr Mal CALM 9 !TAI. ATEST, - The World's Greatest, -
THE NEW LIGHT DRAFT FOR 1896.
Laundry Soap ( Pretty. Claronett.Lenos.ac. 7 tuir.2tc.
(Hobe Matche, It boxes. 1110 each, . Mct.
Bull Head OysZera5 tty canA i5 et.
Pine Apples .
Peache4
Tomatoes, 'Two Sib cans
Corn ....
Snrillnes
Baking Powder. 1th cans
String Beans, Ian caws,
Bulk Co').
Chamber Set (Ten Piece& ;
Bowl awl Pitel, r
s•-t of t 't; Aaue.ers
Fetith.,-r
CoUntew
COW 0111, el hods rd 011 4o., lm made
If you are desrous of purchasing whertyyour dol-
lar will get the most goods, a visit to our
collviire the most skeptical that our prices not be
equaled, and we guarantee evt r.) thing to be exactly
as represented.
DO YOU WANT BACON, COAL OIL,
Salt, blolesses or Sugar? Jr so, get our prices before purchasing, or you will
theke the iiii-aske of your Wel
CANNED GOODS! CANNED GOODS!
Well, if we aint got 'em, we've mo..( ! Any and al kinds, from the cheapest to
Ii' ets. eat.. the very finest, and no end to variety!
lu cis. ean EXCLEsIVE AGENTS for Chase Si Sanboru's world-renowned Teas ard Coffees. These 4
' 15 ets. I Goods n ed no recommendation at our hands: They are THE HESE
WIT. ooper Cc 6
5 Os. can.





- WHOLESALE and RETAIL GROCERS, -
OPP. COURT-HOUSE, - - HOPKINSVILLE, KY.?
-742.rn -4N:rn,ZZ:ZMZ,Z,'
•
Only Baptist College in Kentucky for young ladies ex lueively. Forty-third session beginsSEPTEM-
BER id, 1896.-. Ten eble and experienced instructors. R4-fined Christian home. Buildieg handsome and
commodious, with beautiful grounds. New furniture and equipments Mthic, Art and Elocution by best teach-
Health and locality unsurpassed. Casual degrees. Write for catalogue or information.
REV. EDMUND HARRISON, A. M., President.
— 4
It is said:that more tobacco of a
poor quality:has: been placed upor.
all the. marketslthis year than for
many years:past. and to this fact car,
be attributed theldec::ne in prices,
and this:is shown:to be true by the
readiness with:which sll tobacco of
good.quality:finds sale. It has been
no trouble thistyear to get tip top
prices for:anything like a fair grade
of tobacco„'aed [farmers who paid
close attention to their cropi and
who had it properly cured and put
up in good shape, well assorted, have
been well-paid for their trouble and
expense. The.great difficulty seems
to be that a-majarity of planters go
in too much fot quantity and not
enough for quality, and as a conse-
quence they plant more than they
can handle properly, and the result
that the entire-crop is almost a
grown now, but they will probably
come cut all right with favorable
weather.
The army Naa,rins were numerous
about two weeks ago, but they have
disappeared after destroying a few
meadows. Crops in all parts of the
county are in good con tition and if
the financial question was settled the
faimere in Logan county would have
nothing to grumble about
In this issue appears the cut of
the McCormick No 4 Steel Mower,
This machine should be thoroughly
examiced by all intending purchasing.
Never since grass WOW cut with a
machine has there been a mower
lot.ilt that eiijoys such a wide and
enviable reputation as this one.
Since the introduction of thi,: mower
to the grass fields its sales have been
something phenomenal. There are
more than 250,000 of them now in
use anti each year's sale shows a
Large increase. Their merits have
become so favorably and widely
known that farmers journey for a
one of -these up-
to-date machines rather than take an
ordinary one from an agent near by
at a less price. The company in
building this machine certainly knew
what they wanted to do and how to
do it. But with all theirAnowledge
and forethouglkin regard to this
f .ilure, and will not bring them in could be realized by producing machine they have certainly built
anywhere near as much money as
they would have received if they had
put in half as many acres and devot-
ed the same amount of work to it.
Fifty acres of tobacco carefully
worked and properly put up is worth
more to the producer than one hun-
dred acres handled as many farmers
do. If all the farmers of this end
of Kentucky could only be brought
to recognize this fact, and could be
induced to put in half as many acres
and devote the same amount of labor
to it that they did last year, they
would all realize far more money for
their crops than they have ever done
before—and besides this they would
have the balance of the land to de-
vote to some other crop, or they
could allow it to rest a year. To-
bacco is so hard on land end requires
so much labor that it does not pay
to raise a poor crop, as more money
somethig else.The only chance for
the farmers to raise the price of to-
bacco and keep it up to a point
where it will be profitable to grow it
is for each and eyery one to makeup
his mind to plant in the future only
half as many acres as he has been in
the habitiof planting. Even if all
farmers will not do thatAthoseLwho
do will find when they sell their
crops that they have made more
money than ever before.
Russellville, Ky.. May 23 —Heavy
rains have fallen all over this county
in the past three days and thousands
upon thousands of tobacco plants
have been set out. Had not the rain
come when it did the tobacco crop
would have been a very short one.
Many of the plants are a little over-
-better than they knew" and no
farmer uses one long until he dis-
covers that he has bought a great
deal more than he expected. While
their efficiency is apparent in every
part of their make up, yet it is not
until they are turned loose in the
grass fields that they show the ener-
gy and keeness with which they
handle the crop. These machines
are on exhibition at all the company's
agencies and all grass growers are
invited to call and examine them.
and when y ou see a firm that has
achieved success you may rest assured
that it did not come about by chance
but was owing to the fact that there
was merit there—in the goods, in
rrices charged, and in the fairness




No. 8, Maio St., Opp. Court House, tiophinsuilIP, tiy. r
4 /al-Keeps the must complete stock of Diamonds,
1
 Fine Watches, Ctocks, Jewelry, Sterling Silver and
P,ated Ware, Holland's Gold Pens, and everything in




1 The intelligent and wise people always patronize
' the buFiness house of established reputation for honest
and square dealing, and the reliable wiarkmanship,'1
' uhich is only acquired by long years of experience.
Such is the House of N. D Kelly.
E,tab!ish(d in Cadiz, Ky., 1866; HopkinsviVe 1883.
  IF -.7---- r----- s---a--Y-5--,..- -.T.--Mr -.... 1 /841.101iNk
A Watch-maker
Of Acknotddeged Superiority!
- Graduate - Scientific - Optician!
and honesty with which the business
was conducted, as all of these eondi-
ki ins are requisite to !WOWS& Tliere
is not a firm in Hopkinsville that has
been more successful 'than has the
firm of Winfree Bros. & Co, who
conduct the' large implement estab-
liehmeut on Main street a few doors
South of the First National Bank.
and it is due to the fact that they
carry a full line of goods of the very
best quality, and seli them at prices
that are exceedingly reasonable
They, as a matter of course, carry
goods of every grade, as everybody
has to be suited, but they never reis
recent goods to be first-class if they
happen not to be, and persons pur-
chasing there regularly know this to
be true At the head of this firm is
Judge Wm. P. Winfree, than whom
there is not a more upright, fair man
in the State, and whose connection
with any firm would Ile a sufficient
guarantee .that all of its dealings
would be square. Then there aro
Mr James Winfree and Mr. James
M. Green, who have charge of the
establishment, and who ere known
far and wide as fair and honest busi-
ness men. These gentlemen were
all raised on limns, and are, there-
fore, thoroughly familiar with . the
needs of the farmer, and this gives
them a bg advantage in buying their
stock Persons noeclIng mowers,
threshing machines, engines, wagons.
buggies, harness, saddlery, in fact
anything usually found in an estab-
lishment of a similar nature would
do well to call on Winfree Bros. It
Co. before purchasing.
Attention, Farmers!
While delivering your tobacco
don't fail to call at W. T. Cooper lit
Co's and get a barrel of salt. Two
car loads just received.
Dalton Bros.
The above firm of brick manufac-
turers and contractors have been lo-
cated in Hopkinsyille for the past
fifteen years, and their standing as
honest and thorough ccutractors is
A No, 1. They manufacture the bust
building brick known and their
steam process is unequalled. They
keep a large assortment of brisk on
hand which are made from the best
clay in Southern Kentucky. Among
some of the larger contracts which\
this firm lees had might be mentioned
Hotel Latham, Rsgselale eic Cooper's
handsome block and the court-house
at Cadiz. Ky, all of which Blind as,
towering monuments to their skill'
and qaps.city. If you neel brick or
brickwork done don't fail to write
or call on Dalton Bros., at their of-






It does the best work of any Lana
in tile country; consequently, work
seat from many large cities to be
i. HOpk1111T
AN ILL EAST WIND.
ow. DR. TALMAGE SAYS THAX GOD
CONTROLS IT.
Ba Acknowledges That IS Takes Almight
y
Awe. to Be What We Should Be tooter
the Chill Last Wiud—The Uses of Tron-
kle.
WesRtearneer, June r —In his dis-
(Morse exlay Rev. Dr. Talmage p
ointed
of the conaolations which the re
ligion
orChrist extends to all who are in trou-
ble and specially to such as are in dee
p
ndsforturie or suffering from bereave-
ment, Ile chose as his text Exodus x,
it "And the Lord brought an east
visbid upon the laud all that day and all
that night."
The reference here is not ton cyclone,
loto the long 
continued blowing of the
from an unhealthful quarter. The
mirth wind is bracing, the south wire
iarelaxing, but the cent wind is irritat
ire and full of threat. Eighteen time
does the Bible speak against the Cali
Will& Moses describes the thin ear.
bleated by the east wind. The pealmest
dencribes the tereaking of the ships cf
Tarshish by the oast wind. The termer
that plagued Egypt were Lorne elm' the
east wind. The gourd that sheltered
Jonah was shattered by the cast wind,
aid in all the 6,000 stunmera autumns.
teante.rs, springs, of the world's exist-
• the worst wind that ever blew le
theeat wind. Now. if God would only
give us a climate of perpetual nor'west-
es, how genial and kind and placid and
Industrious Christians we would all be!
But it takes almighty grace to be what
we ought to be under the east wind.
Under the chilling and wet wing ef
the east wind the most of the world's
villainies, frauds, outrages, suicides
and murders have been hatched out. I
think if you should keep a meteorologi-
cal history of the days of the year and
pat right beside it the criminal record
of the country you -would find that
those were the best days for public recr-
ale which were under the north or west
wend. and that those were the worst
deys for public morals which were un-
der the cast wind. The points ef tile
compass have more to do with the
world's morals and the church's piety
than you have yet suspected. Rev. Dr.
Archibald Alexander, eminent for learn-
ing and for cou,secration, when asked by
one of his students at Princeton whether
he always bad full assurance of faith,
replied, "Yes, except when the wind
Rows frc.m the east" Dr. Francia, dic-
tator of Paraguay, when the wind was
from the ease, made oppressive enact-
ments for the people, but when the
weather changed repented him of the
cruelties, mpoeled the encetmente and
was in good humor with all the world.
Climatic Chatters.
Befere I overtake the main thought of
my subject I want to tell Christian
people they ought to be observant of
climate-al charges. Bo on your guard
when the wind blows from the east.
There are certain styles of temptations
tl4at you cannot endure under certain
etyles of weather. 'When the wind blows
Nom the east, if yen are of a nervous
temperament go riot among exasperat-
ing people, try lint to nettle bed debts,
der not try to settle old disputes, do not
talk with a bigot on religion, do not go
among those people who delight in say-
ing irritating things, do not try to collect
funds for a charitable institution. do
not try to answer an insulting letter. If
these things must be done, do them
when the wind is from the north, or the
south, or the west, but not when the
wind is from the east.
You say that men and women ought
not to be se sensitive and zee-roue I ad-
mit it, but I am not talking about whet
the world ought to be. I am talkipg
atmit what the world is. While there
ad' pereons whose diepoeition does not
seem to be affected by changes in the at-
mcephere, nine oat of ten are mightily
played upon by such influences. 0
• Ctristian man! under such c'irc'um-
stances do not write hard things against
eourself, do not get worried about your
fluctuating experience. You are to re-
• bcr that the barometer in your sotri
tritely answering the barometer of the
Ig discouraged swing. "I am
ther. Instead of dtaing down and
n Christian Mimosa I don't feel ra-
and
a
helarant." got up and locik out of the
windovr and see the weather vane point-
I in the wrong quarter, aad then say;
'llet thee behind me. mime thou ranee
.ot the power of the air; gm out of my
house; get out of my hews, thou demon
of darkness honied on the eart wind.
Away!" However good and great you
be in the Christian his, your soul
WM never be nadegendent of physical
condition. I feel I am uttering a most
practical, useful truth here, one that
may give relief to a great many Chris-
tigna who are worried and detepondent
at times.
Dr. Rush, a monarch In medicine,
after curing hundreds of cams ormental
d reasion, himself fell Peck and lost his
rttigious hope, and he would not believe
his pastor when the pastor tekl him
teat his spiritual depression was only a
consequence of physical depression. An-
drew Fuller, Thomas Scott, William
Cowper, Thomas Boston, David Brain-
erd, Philipp Melanotabon were mighty
men for tiod, bet all of them illustra-
hew of the feat that a man's soul is not
Veennt physician game as his opiniondent of his physical health. An
tnat no man ever died a greatly tri-
upplaant death whose disease was below
the diaphragra. Stachhouse, the learned
Okristian commeatator, says he does not
think Saul was insane when David
played the harp before him, but it'was
a hypochondria ccening from intim:lima-
ticai of the liver. NC, bow many good• 
people have been mistaken in regard to
their religious hope, not taking these
things into consideration!
The dean of Carlisle, one of the best
men that ever lived,, and one of the
most useful, sat down and wrote:
"Though I have endeavored to discharge
my duty an well as I could, yet sadness
and melancholy of beast stick close by
and inereaac upon me. I tell nobody,
but I am very much aunk imieed, and I
wish I could have the relief of weeping
as I used to. Ity days are exceedingly
dark .and distressing. In a word, Al-
mighty God seems to hide his face, and
I intrust the secret hardly to any earthly
being. I know not what will become of
roe. There is doubtless a good doll of
bodily affliction mingled with this. but it
is not all so. I bled Gad, however, that
I never loee sight of the CrINIA, and
though I should die without seeing any
personal interest in the Redaemera
merits, I hope that I shall be found at
his feet. I Will thank you filres weed at
your leisiffe. tee; TS-bolted at the
time I aai writing this. for I am full of
tears."
'The East Wind.
What was the matter with the dean
of Carlisle? Had he got to be a worse
man? No The physician said that the
state of his pulse would not warrant his
living a minute. Oh. if the emit wied
affects the spleen, and affects the lunge,
and affects the liver, it will affect your
tunes:rail soul. Appealing to God for
help, brace yourself agiiiint these with-
ering Whets and destroying influences,
lest that which the psalmist said broke
the shipe of Tarehish shipwreck you.
But notice in toy text that the Lord
controls the east wind: "The Lord I
brought the eaat wind." He brings, it
for especial purpose; it must sometiines
blow from that quarter. The east wind
is just as important as the north weal,
or the south wind, or the west wind,
but not so pleasant. Trial must come.
The text does not say you will eseePe
the cutting least. Whoever did escape
it? Especially who that accomplished
anything for church or state ever escaped
it? I was in the pulpit of John Wesley,
in London, a pnlpit where he stood one
day and teed, "I have been charged
with all the crimes in the eatalogue ee-
npt one—that of drunkenness," and a
woman arose in the audience and said,
"John, you were drunk last night." eo
John Wesley passed under the tlaiL
I saw in a foreign journal a report of
one of George White& id's sermons—a
sermon preached a hundred and twenty
or thirty years ago. It seemed that the
reporter sexist to take the sermon, and
his chief idea was to caricature it, and
these are some of the reportorial inter-
linings of the sermon of George White-
fiche After calling him by a nickname
indicative of a physical defect in the
eye, it goes on to say : "Here the prea: h-
er clasps his chin on the pulpit cushion.
Here he elevates his voice. Here be
lowers his vceee. Holds his arms ex-
tended. Bawls aloud. Stands trembling.
Makes a frightful face. Turns up the
whites of his eyes. Clasps his bands be-
hind him. Clasps his arms around him
and hugs himself. Roars aloud. Halloos,
jumps, cries. Changes from crying.
Halloos and jumps again." Well, my
brother, if that good man went through
all that process, in your cocupation, in
your profession, in your More, in your
shop, at the bar, in the sickroom, in
the editorial chair, somewhere, you will
have to go through a remain procees. :
You cannot escape it.
Keats wrote his famens poem, and
the hard criticiece of tire rem killed
him—literally killed h: m. 'fano wrote
L is peem, entitled' i 1.1-Sa OW Deli v
tired," and it had such a cold reception
it tined him into a raving maniac.
Stillingfieet Was slain by his literary en-
emiex The frown of Henry VIII slew
Cardinal Wolsey. The Duke of Wel-
lington refused to have the fence around
his house, which had been destroyed by
an excited mob, rebuilt, because he
wanted the fence to remain as it was, a
rcininder of the mutability amid wear-
tainty of the popular favor.
In Time of Trial.
And yen will have trial of some sort.
You Live had it already. Why used I
prophesy? i might better mention an
historical fact in your history. Yoe are
a merchant. What a time you had with
that old busineal partner! Hew hard it
was to get rid of him! Before you
bought him out, cr he rained both of
you, what magnitude ef annoyance;
Then after you had paid him &win a
certain sum of motley to have hint go
out and to protaise he would net open
a store of the &MC kind of business in
your street, did he not open tin' very
same kind of business as nem to you as
poseiLle and take all your customers as
far as he mule take thew? Amid then,
knowing all your frailties and weak-
!lessee, after being in your business firm
fur so many years. is he not now spend-
lug his time in tuaklug a commentary
on what you funaished as a text? You
are a physician, and in your sickness,
or in your absenee, you get a neighlm-
ing doctor to take your plane in the sick-
room. and he ingratiates himself into
the favor of that family, so that you
forever else their patronage. Or, you
take u patient through the serious stages
of a fever, and some day the impatient
father as husband of the sick one rathes
out and gets souther medie.al pructi-
tioner, who comes in just in time to got
tht credit of care. Or, you are a
lawyer, mid you come in contact with
a trickster in your profession, and in
year absence, and contrary to agree-
ment. hi. !novae a tammit or the dire
missal of the can. Or the judge on the
tenth, remembering an old political
grudge, rulis against you every time he
gets a chance, and says with a marl,
"If you don't like my decision, take an
exception." Or, you are a fanner mud
the curculio stings the fruit, or the wee-
vil gets into the wheat, or the drEingtit
stunts the. corn, or the king continued
rains give you no opportunity for with-
ering the harvest Your beat cow gets
the hollow horn; your best bone gets
foundered. A French proverb said that
trouble comes in on horseback and goes
away on foot. So trouble dashed in on
you suddenly; but, oh, how long it was
In getting away! Cisme On hors...back,
rocs away on foot. Rapid in coming,
ilow in going. That is the history of
nearly all your troubles. Again and
again awl again you have experienoed
the power of the emit wind. It may be
elowiug from that direction new.
31y friends, God intended these trim-
eles and trials fee same particular per-
rb,."do mist ensue at random.
Here is tee pasmise: '.'He ships& his
rough wind in the day of the east
wind. e In the tower of London the
swords and the puns of other ages are
burnished and arranged into huge pas-
sion flowers and muntlowers and bridal
cakes, and "yotileciatireiciWaiijihitee Ito
hard as steel could be put into such
floral shapes. I hove bo tell you that the
hardest sharpest, most cutting, most
piercing sorrows of this life may be
made to bloom and bloinom and put on
bridal festivity. The Bible says they
shall be mitigated, they shall be as-
soaped, they shall be graduated. God is
not going to snow you to be overthrown.
A Christian woman, very mueh de-
spondent, vas bolding her child in her
Arran and the , trying to console
the woman in spiritual depression,
said, "Thene you will let your child
drop,"c'h'Oh.i 
li 
eta.,,v." ,,thielepiLid, "1 couldn'tid,.,1
willlot the 
let the chill drove." "Why," she said.
"if I should daseptJae chihl here, it woe
dash his life oat!" "Well, now," said
the Chrietina =baster, "don't you thiek
God is es goad as yen are? Wane God,
yhoisuverlFihielndlthm, °rm
,
youlliksesintailkegZ; leaeno fla yrecchua(nrfct 1 iyaiollui?
God won't !at you drop."
amid  pass 
just hard enough to drive us into the
harbor of Goers peoteetiou. We all feel
we can manage oar own affairs. We
I suppose God bets the civet wind blow
Cisme air Trouble.
quadrant. (live us plenty of sea room
and we sail on and mail on; but after
awhile there comes a Caribbean whirl-
wind up the mast, and we are helph ss
in the gale, and we cry out for harbor.
All our calculations upset, we say with.
the poet:
Change and decay on all around I ere.
Oh, thou Nebo than wt•Ft not, abide wit'a me!
The south wind of mild providence
makes us throw off the cloak of Chris-
tian character and we catch cold, but
the sharp east wind of trouble makes us
wrap around us the warm premises.
The best thing that ever happens to us
is trouble. That is a hard thing perhaps
to say; but I repeat it, fcr God au-
nounces it again and again, the best
thing that happens to us is trouble.
When the French army went down
into Egypt under Napoleon, an engi-
neer, in digging for a fortress, came
across a tablet which has lxauecalled
the Rosetta stone. There were insierip-
tens in three or four languages in that
Rosetta stone. Scholars studying out
the alphabet of hieroglyphics from that
stone were enabled to read ancient in-
scriptions on monuments and on tomb-
stone's. Well, many of the handwritings
of Ged in cur life are indecipherable
hieroglyphics. We cannot understand
them until we take up the Rosetta stone
of divine inspiration, and the expluna-
tien all comes out, and the mestere s all
vanish, and what was before beyond
our understanding now is plain in its
meaning, as we read, "All things work
together for good to those who love
God." So we decipher the hieroglyphics.
Oh, my friends, have you ever calculat-
ed what trouble did for David? It made
!mini the sacred minstrel for all ogee
What did trouble do for Joseph? Made
him the keeper of the cornering of
Egypt. Whet did it do for Paul? Made
hint the peat apostle to the gentiles.
What did it do for Samuel Rutherford?
Made his invalidism more illustrious
than robust health. What did it do for
Richard Baxter? Gave him capacity to
write of the "Saint's Everlasting Rest "
What did it do for John Btuiyan?
Showed him the shining gates of the
city. What has it done for you? Since
the loss of that child your spirit has
been purer. Since the leen of that prop-
erty, you have found ont tent earthly
investments are insecure. Since you
lost your health, you feel as never be-
fore a rapt anticipation of eternal re-
lease. Trouble has humbled you, has
enlarged you, hag multiplied your re-
senrces, has equipped you, has 100Selli'd
your grasp from this world and tightened
your grip on the next. Oh, bless God
for the east wind! It has driven you in-
to the harbor of God's sympathy.
Nothing like trouble to show us that
this world ie an insufficient pentium_
Hogarth was about done with life., and
he wanted to paint the end of all timings.
He put on canvas a shattered bottle, a
cracked bell, an unstrung harp, a eieni
hoard of a tavern railed "Tile Weald's
End" falling down, a shipwreck, the
horses of l'Inebus lying dead in the
clouds, tte moon in her last quarter,
mid the world on fire. "One thick(
more," said Hogneh, "and my picture
is done." Then he added the broken
palette of a painter. Then he died. But
trouble, with hand niightier anti more
skillful than Hogarth's, pictures the fall-
ing, failing. moldering, dying world.
And we want something permanent ter
lay hold of, and we grasp with both
hands after God, and say, "The Lead is
ray light, the Lord is my love, the Lord
is my fortress, the Lord is my sacrifice,
the Lord, the Lord is my God."
Bless God for your trials. Oh, my
Christian friend, keep your spirits up
by the power of Christ's gospel. Do not
surrender. Do you not know that when
you give up. others will give up? You
have courage e aud others will have cour-
age. The Remans went into the battle,
and by some °evident there was an in-
clination of the standard. The standard
upright meant forward march; the
of the standard meant surren-
der. Through the negligence of the man
who carried the 'standard, and the in-
clination of it, the army surrendered.
Oh, let as keel, the standard up, whether
it be blown down by the east wind or
the north wind or the south wind. Nip
Inclination to sareemier. Vorwand Mao
the conflict
The deswowleg Tree.
There is nests Bombay a tree that they
call the "surinwing tree" the peculiar-
ity tif which is it never puts forth mein
bloom in the daytime, but in the night
puts out all its bionni and all its redo-
knee. And I have to tell you that though
Christian character pubs forth its støet-
eset blesseme in the darkness,: of sickness,
the darkness of tiresimeial (hat=
dal-kneel at beretieetesat, the
of death, "weeping may endure for a
night but joy oomelth tn the morning."
Across the harsh diamonds of this world
rolls the .ueid of the skies—music that
breaks from the lips, music that breaks
from the harps and rustles from the
palms, music like falling water over
rocks, music like wandering winds
among leaves, music like caroling birds
among forests, mpaie like ooean billows
stonuing the Atlantic beach. "They
shall hunger no more. neither thirst any
more, neither shall the sun light an
them nor any beat, for the Lamb which
is in the midst of the throne Khali lead
them to living fountains of water, and
(hid shall wipe away all tears nom their
eyes." I see a great Christian fleet ap-
proaching that harbor. Some of the
ships come in with sails rent and bul-
warks knot ked away, but still inkiest
•/'.:'eart-r and ne aye the shining shore.
Nearer and nearer eternal anchorage.
Heel away, my lads; haul away! Some
of the ships had mighty tounage, and
others weie ale:lope inueely lidera -a The
wind and wave. Some were men-of-war
and armed of the thunder; of Christian
battle, and others were unpretending
tugs taking others through the Nar-
rows, and seine were coasters that
never ventured out into the deep se-as of
Christian experience; but they are all
coming nearer the wharf—brigantine,
galleon, line of battle ship, lougboat,
pinnace, war frigate—arid as they come
into the !lather I find that they are
driven by the long, loud, terrific blast
of the east wind. It is through much
tribulation that you are te enter into the
kingdom ef God.
You have blessed God for the north
wind, and blessed him for the eoute
wind, and blessed him for the west
wind; can you not in the light of this
subject bless him for the met wind?
Nearer, my God, to thee,
N Itrer to thee.
E'en though it be • cress
That raiseth me.
till all my song alien he,
Near,-r, ny God, to thee,
:Carer to thee.
• Eudearing Ties 'Tween East and West.
But there is another view, most po-
nut if all, which must be considered
as affecting the solidity of the United
States as now constituted. Until the
present time the west has been bound
to the tent by ties of parentage and
home. The western man who was sent
to the relate or the house cf representa-
tives NV:LS born in the east; the, western
merchant who had accumulated a little
money- turned his face to the east to
visit the old homestead or the last rest-
ing places of his parents. He loved the
east because it gave him birth. The
present generation in the west feels no
such thrill, is bound by no such endear-
ing tie. It is of the west, a ester!' : it
has breathed a new atmosphere; it has
imbibed new likes and dislikes. In the
generations which are yet to come the
bend cf sympathy well be still further
removed.
The repreeentative in the Fifty-fourth
congress front Wyoming until he visited
Washingtou recently had never been
east et Chicago. There are men in Cali-
fornia today to whom Washington is as
distant in every sense of the word as
China is to us lure in the cast. When
Presideut Harrison went to the Pacific
slepe a few years ago, he was a visitor
from a strange country.. The present
chief xecutive has never seen the Reeky
mountains, much less set foot upon the
briad domain which slopes from their
snowy peaks to the ever blue Pacific. .—
Henry Litchfield West in North Ameri-
can Review.
THUS IS "HONOR" MAINTAINED.
Details or an Awful Combat Between •
rrinee and • Playwright.
The Prince de Sagan, believing that
he remind-zed in a character in "La
Monte,'' the new play at khe Renaissance
in Paris, a resemblance to himself, chal-
Winged M. Abel Hermant, the author.
The duel was fought in the park at St.
Ouen on the 13th inst., and is thus de-
scribed by he Temps:
"The Prince de Sagan was the first
to alight friee his carriage_ He raised
his hat as M. Abel Herruant and his
xeconeet rape arel. At the same time all
hats were eleaed in the group of these
present. The seconds nlvasullii out 20
puree and at each limit fix Mabee, near
which the combatants take their places.
elieth are in black from head to foot,
wearing leng overcoats buttoned up to
the chin, with black scarfs concealing
the seek. The slight and thimillionette
of M. Hermant seems to offers lefts easy
tarspet than the tall, broad shouldered
form of the prince, whose whim head,
mt.:cover, forme, so to speak, a good
meek
"In spite' of the RID, which is shining
brightly enough at this moment, the
air is very fresh. A cold wind stirs the
gram round the two men and moves the
skirts of their overcoats.
"The preliminaries of the combaLare
very brief. The Comte ee Dion takes
fie m their box the pistols loaded by
employ«e of (insane Itenette, and,
gentling between the two otanbatants,
remnant th. in that they are to fire after
the we. rd of command, 'Feu!' and that
they may aim until he has counted
:dente 'ten, dear, tAsise Then he hands
them the weapons, returns to his post
as directeur de combat, and in clear
tones says: 'Gentleznen, kindly cock
your pistols.'
"There is a click. 'and then: 'Gentle-
men, are you ready? Fin.! One, two,
three!' M. Abel Hermant is the nest to
flee, alma* inxnediseely after the word
'Pent' the Prince de Sagan between
'Deux' SIMI 'Trois.' The two black sil-
houettes Wand still in fiGt of each esth-
ete M. do Dion •takes hem them their
Malcia. returns them loaded weapons,
and the snood exchange of shots en-
sees prev' tied by the game ward of cone
mead. This time the two oppetatite
wait until the word *Tees!' minims,
aarefully. Neither of them, lxnvever, is
bit,.
"All is ever. Their friends press
abdtit them to shake hand& Only the
seconds new, and the two parte* then
wit the ground. "—New Yost Times.
H ISTORIC SELLS.
the Rom. at a INS, litemarkable Old
8p.esi.t. Vsalors.
Two cild and seanetable bells have
just ham reessived by this Cincinnati
Bell Peondry company from Panama.
Booth Americo. Thew two old Spanish
peelers 'WWI manufactured in the years
1600 and 1720 respectively.
The gentleman who shipped them
from Panama states in a letter to the
Cincinnati firm that these bells have an
intents-tiding histary. The letter states:
" You might desire to knew something
of these two old bells sent you, outside
of a commercial value. The email one
was met in the year 1600, and the. large
one in 1720. They have been ueelese as
bells Pta years, but have @erred to carry
back the thoughts of threnpanish pop-a-
lace here to the old days when this eon-
talent was not so great and so thickly
populated ae at present.
"I am sorry that public spirit was net
of a sufficient character to keep them as
a relic of the old days when our fore-
fathers fought with the natives and the
wild animals which hi that time west)
plentiful in this legion.
"The small bell was fleet placed ild a
rashly ormatracted Catholic church. It
servol both as a call to worship amid an
ararm when there was danger from the
natives. For many years it remained in
this old chmareh, bet was eventually
transferred to the steeple of a new church
at about the year 1700. From this edi-
fice it was again moved to a newer one,
always with great pomp and ceremony,
and each time consecrated by the bishop.
But, like all other things of earth, it
became old, broken, and was finally
abandoned as useless and thrown among
a lot of church rubbish, though a part (f
the history of the country, and is prob-
ably the oldest bell in America.
"The history of the large bell, cad in
1720, is similar to that of the small one,
excepting that it was placed in the
steeple of the San Rafael church and re-
mained there untie it had become nso-
lege "
The bell cast in 1720 bean the fel-
lowing inecriptiote "6. Rafael, Anno
Domini De, 1720."
These tem old bells are peculiar in
shape as compared with those of the
present day. The top of the belle is
nearly as large as the base. They are
made of the highest quality of copper,
with a mixture of silver. Both of the
bells indicate that they have received
rough usage. From all appearances it
seems that after the clappers were lost
a sledge hammer was used to strike
t hem.
The Cincinnati Art museum has made
application for these bells, and they
will be placed on exhibition there. The
small bell weighs 100 and the large one
200 pounds. The crowns by which the
tells were hung seem to have rotted
away in part from old age.—Cincihnati
Enquirer.
The Uganda Railroad.
The line will be comet-acted on what
is technically known as the "teleecepic
principle"—that is, it will be pushed
forward from one end (the coast) only,
and the rails and material will come
forward aleng the route already laid.
The estimated time for collet-reaction is
four. years, and the total coat will be
£1,865, 000. The exact gauge and weight
of rails have Lot yet been finally decided
upon, but the valuable experience al-
ready gained in India with similar lines
will enable these details to be deter-
mined without difficulty. Time original
estimate, prepared in le93 by Major
Macdonald and Captain Pringle, gave a
total cost of nearly £2,210,000. or over
£3,400 per naile, which Was been modi
fled in the new design down to 2,70C
per mile.
Without wearying our readers with
arrays of figures, we may briefly state
that the working expense/rare estimated
at le-ne 000 or E30,000 per annum, an-
cording as three trains per week each
way or only one train per week each
way is rein. The entire journey will
take eight days, and, as traveling will
be only by day, strong stations, similar
to those in India, will be provided for
the trains to put up at eights.
Thee classes of traffic will be eartied
--namely, geode, passenger and Nevem-
ment stores-traffic. In sennectieet with
the fire, named it is interesting to nom
that the present rate of carriage by 1:13-
tire porters kir the journey is £150 per
ton, a tariff which will be lowered te
£17 per ten on the new railevny. Snme
idea of the frightful ceps of the prisms
arrangetnent may be gathered fromethe
fact that the carriage alone (by native
porters) of a steamer to be Wilt en the
Victoria Nyanza illumined to £12,000.
A large trade in barley, wheeit,
rubber, ivory and coffee, at well as ace-
ton, is anticipated, and it speaks vol-
umes for the future of the new line that
ground along the route is already being
taken up.—Chambers' Journal.
A New Plehheok.
Among the latest inventisms is a fish-
hook made with a fly back or spring.
The hook Min two parts, like the jaws
of a steel trap, one =Using back ahnost
to a perpendicular, the other hanging in
the usual fashion. When the fish gives
a little pull at the bait, the hook which
rests against the line Mlles down lam
a &loth, striking the fish on the DOW and
burying itself in the creature's head.
The mechanism of this heek is mimeos-
ly simple, and it is claimed that SUM a
very slight nibble will spring die hook
and camisole the game. This is a goal
hook for amateurs, but genuine spume-
men consider it very much on the prin-
ciple of .betting on a sure thin* and
value it accordingly: — New York
Ledges.
Worters Mows.
"World's shows" of some kind are
being er will be held in 13 place* this
year—at Odessa, Geneva, 'keine Kiel,
Cannes, Mons, Rouen, .Johannesburg,
Brisbane, Para, Namur, Paris mid the
City of Mexico. There will be exhibi-
tions at Brussels and Rio Janeiro next
teas, at Amsterdam and Sao Paolo in














Rear First Nat coal Bank,
Ninth street.
Give us your patronage. Assisted
by an expert workman from St Louis.
Special attention to cutting chil-
dren's hair.
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PHYSICIAN
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Diseases of women a specialty.
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T. J. Sarzedas,
Ragsdale & Cooper Block,
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Barcn de Courtier:and his asso.
elates employed Col. M. R. Crump,
of Bowling Green, to investigate the
resources along the proposed route
of the new road. The report has
beeneprepared and sent to head-
quarters in New York. Some of the
facts embraced in the report are-
given 88 follogs by the Park City
Daily Times:
"The proposed route will pass
through fifteen of the counties iu
Kentucky, whose resources and an-
us! product. as secured from the offi-
cial State and United States cersuo.
reports, are as follows: Fifty one
million poundal of tobacco; forty-
five thousand tons of hey; two and 8
half million bushels of wheat; tweu
ty-eight thousand head of horses aud
mules; three hundred and sixty
thousand hogs; six million pounds of
poultry; seven million pounds of
eggs; three hundred thousand pounde
of honey; one and a half million bar
rels of apples, and a quarter million
acres of woodland. These fifteen
counties also have a population of
two hundred and thirty-two thous
and.
Bethel Female College.
This college was founded in 1854
for the higher education of girls and
young ladies. It is the property of
Bethel Baptist Association, and has
the best location in one of the beet
towns in the State. Jr has done in-
,valuable sereice in the past, and now
it is proposed to raake it one of the
beet educational institutions for girlie
hind young ladies in the land. The
faculty will be inferior to none.
President Edmund Harrison was for
'years professor of Latin in Richmond
College, Va. He oompleted his edu-
cation at the University of Virginia
His son, Vise-President Wm. H.
Harrison, is an M. A. of Richmond
College, 'fa, and has been teaching
about eight years. The musical
director, 1E84 Kate C. Follanshy, is
a graduite of the New England Con-
servatory of Music, Boston, Mass.
and a moot suceeseful teacher of ex-
perienee. The other teachers are
all well instilled by education exper
ieisee sad apt-ness to teach. Mrs
Edmund Herricon,thei lady principal.1AR1118:-1ertle IPitemise. is an elegant, eefined and cultivatedTelepikene is, Ili. Virginia lady who will be a mottier
to the girls in her care. 'The college• 
will be renovated and improved and
thoroughly reforniahed with new
sad handsome furniture. The disci-
pline will be that of a ehriptian home
Special attentiollrill be given be the
health, "comfort and christian cul
ture of the pupils. Nothing will be
,left undone that would be eonducive
to the highest peemanent succeed
and welfare of the institution in
every respect.
KR111911rOILY.





Para Mae, iff ax, PA* ell, Ala
Made by a new profess by
Paraffia Dust Oil Works,
- Kentucky.
214 and 216 Main Street.
We have Testimonial Letters from all overthe country.
Recommended by hundreds of responsiblebusineEs men.
So'd under Positive Guarantee to kill the
(tat aar Agents Wanted.
"slr•
C11.11 ELAREI, NASH
lierrrallat at fire, ILeport.
The May returns of the statietical
disvion of the department of agricul-
ture on the condition of winter wheat
show an increase of 5 6 points above
the April average, being 82,7 against
77.1 last mouth. and 82.9 in May,
1805. The 'tempt in nine prinoi•
pal winter wheat States are.:
Pennsylvania, 6‘; Ohio, 85; Illati-
on, 90; Indiana, 85; Kentucky, 77;
Illinois, 90; Missouri, 81; Kansas, 90;
California, 100.
The condition of winter rye on
May 1, was h7 7 per cent; of barley,
89.2; spring pasture, 93 2; meadows,
81.8. The proportions of spring
plowing aceemplished by May 1, this
Heasou, was rather above the average,
being 79.5 per cent. or 1 G points
above that of an &renege year.




Just as We dentine. full measure
and honest goods build up the busi-
news of a dry goods merchanemo have
the high-toned, honorable methods
of Elopkinerville warehousemen
achieved for our market a most en-
viable reputation whish is now bear-
ing fruit in a phenomenal growth,
a growth unequaled in the history of
the tobacco trade in this country, as
evidenced by the following figuies.
Being aware of the close scrutiny
to wh:ch an article of this nature is
oubjeetkel by the rivals and enemies
of this market as well as those who
ere now debating the qwestion in
their own minds of carting their lot
with the Hopkinsvide market, we
have taken the precaui ion to present
our readers, so far as may be, with
facts and." figures fuiniehed by die
interested parties.
First we ask your attention to the
immense increase in storage room
demanded by the handlers of the
wept. In this feature of the corn-
pkison we get, the figures from
%team. Forbes & Bro. contractors
and builders, '1whose reputation for
veracity will hardly be questioned
l'his firm constructed all the new
warehouse roots and reports that it
eaai built within the last twelve
months 170,000 square feet of ware-
house storage room in Hopkinsville,
within a mere fraction of four acres,
end still the warehousemen's cry in
"more room,- for this is all full.
Now regarding receipts. This in
formation we, of emcee get from the
inspectors' report. Everyone takes
this as law and gaspeL This as ow-
ing to the peculiar standing which
our inspectors have in our commun-
ity and with the trade across the
water. A comparison between the
receipts for the year '95 up to June
let and for this yeas up to June let
show an increase of G5 per cent.
Think of it? You can scarcely be-
lieve it you as)! These are tall
figures but they are atreight as well
as tall. What do Ailey point tc1
Ile inevitable result as filiA as fate.
that Hopkinsville will command and
control ,the dark tobacco business
just as surely as it be the logical, the
geographical market for it. The
signs of the times confirm it. You
are bound bo see it by this time. So
come and join the procession
There are a few choice seats left
in the band wage!), a few choice sites
for warehousemen in Hopkinsville
You fellows over there an the edge
of the district rest your empty wars-
houses nu.t for skating rinks, fling
jitinies or manufactories of the es
sews of dog fennel, anything to fail
the aching void and come over to
••Thealand feat flows with milk and
honey, where wareloweemen all
wake money."
"lioceilAs are crowding prices high.
i nspectiou straighter than a die."
.10
SALT ALT:
Any and all kinds at W. '2. Cooper
Cu 'e, cheaper than ever heard of
before. Two cars -jut received.
Chance for BArgatims.
T. J. Flare-des, 111411 o has the large
imilhnery establishment in the Rags
dare Cooper bailding on South Maki
street, it now mskiag an ear that
the 1ajie.s of laktplehruiville lied the
ourrawricling towns should aat be
slow to take advantage of. As it is
getting late in the season, he offers
to sell hats, bonnets, in et, every-
thing usually found it' tirst-clase
mllinsry ertablislone at exactly
half of the regular pri Sargellae.
stock of millinery g000s is sot Only
the largest in lioplinsville, but it is
also the hest, every article being of
the first-chew His reduction will
enable, the ladies to secure tirst.class
goods fur even lees money than is
asked elsewhere for goods of an in-
ferior quality. Call on him at once,
as his goods will soon go at such
prices.
Ship your tobacco to





(Fuccesar to John Y. Owaley. )
New stock of goods; consisting of
the'late,t style Woolen, both foreign.
ard 4omestic. An excellekline of Eng-
lish Clays, Vicunas and Scotch Suiting,"
which will be cut, trimmed and made in
the latest styles.
NO. 4. EAST MAIN STREET,
Over ilopppr















Repairing and Repainting a Specialty
;--: AND DEALERS IN






Chewing Brandin Kentucky Diamond Tw 1Jai Choice Greenville,
Old Kentucky OreenviRe,
Old Home, Ringer Ph%
Mug Leader Twist,
)okane Twist.
Smoking Braids :IteciDuke &Old*. a
jno. R. Kitchen
Has tit Pint Assortinnt
Of all kinds of
FURN ITURE
"Po ly2 lad is koutheza Kele-
t uelry. Homo:Nicene Lea of
Bab/ Dugeles, $4.t to
$
Handsome setsa 
lied Roosn Suits at rock.
bottom prices!
sarwhm in
don't fail to call and see my
handsome display of
FINE GOODS
Embalmers and WM. Duc KEE,Funeral Directors 5 Mc III EVERETT.
Collier R60111, Ragsdale & Cooper's New






liaastined at the postoffi •c In Hopl
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as eameoadeilass melt mutter.
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Ciact•tr Covet -First Monday in J 
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T F. Collins handles 
the beet Oak
Hill and Providence coaL 
Give it a trial
Office corner 13th and R. R. 
Streets,
Fsb 1 W. 4 M.
HOME & SOCIETY
Mr. F. W. Morton, was here 
this
we ek.
Mr. F. S. Wilson, of Auburn, were i
n
-ow this week.
Mr. Dick Boyd, of Texas, is 
visiting
relatives in the ci.y.
Miss Sallie Penn, of Cerulean Springs
is visiting in tho city.
Mr. Gill Smith, of Pembroke, WitA i
n
the city yesterday.
Dr. S. H. Williams, of Crofton, was
in town yesterday.
Miss Ella Griffin. of Kirkmansville,
visiting in the city.
Judge Campbell and wife have re-
turned to Padumah.
Miss Iva Cayce, of Beverly. is visiting
relatives in the city.
Miss Hallie Ermine Rives is visiting
relatives in the city.
Miss Bessie McWhirten, of Princeton.
was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. John C. Thurmond, of Gracey,
spent Smithey in the city.
Mrs. Sam Taliaferro, of Owensboro,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Mrs. W. H. Barr, of Bowling Green.
. is visiting relatives in the city.
Mr. Will Ragsdale, of Lafayette, was
in the city yesterdaymorning.
Mae PoLbye Carruthers, of Lafay-
ette, is visiting Mies Hattie Long.
Mr. John T. Evans, wife and mother,
of 'Irenton, were in town Tuesday:
Mrs. James 31. Green has returned
from a vielt to her mother, in (Arens-
bores.
Mies Ada Merton. of Medisonville, is
ying Mies Jessie Fey Howe, on south
Main street.
Miss Helsu Robinson. of Washing-
tou, Ind., is visiting Mrs. Eva Hisgen,
on Brown street.
Dr. F. M. Harned, of Washington.
Lad, is visiting Mr. J. W. Wicks on
North Main street.
Mimes Jens and Adams, attractive
young Lades from Madisouville, are the
guests' of Mrs. J. Mat Adams.
CoL Ike Hart has come to town from
a succeesful trip through the South in
the interest of his house.
Misses Rollie Wihrstedt, of Evans-
ville, and Della Roach, of Slaughters-
Tulle, are visiting Mies Della Combs.
Misses Mattie and Janie Hodgson
have returned to Clerksville after a
pleasant visit to Mrs. Tom Edwards.
Master Rolla Jackson, who has been
attending school at Hopkinsville, has
returned home. -(Owensboro Tribune.
Mrs. R. B. Jones. of Huntsville, Ala..
and Mies Ristora McClellan, of Colum-
bus, Tenn., are the guests of Mrs. E. M.
Carney.
Miss Ritchye Barnett went to Cadiz
Wednesday to attend a reception given
by Miss Martha Burnett in honor of
Bradley, of Frankfort.
Miss Mattie May Milliken, of Frank-
Ku, hasarrived in the city to viat
her grandmother. Mrs. B. T. Under-
wood, on South Campbell str.ot.
Mesdames Lucian Davis and Hilliard
Dalton, of Hopkinsville, are visiting rel-
ative. here. They will probably re-
main several days.-Adairville Banner.
Kim Louise McClanahan, of Hopkins-
vine, has arrived in this city to take a
special coarse of instruction under Gen.
R. F. Peery.-Bovrting Green Adeo-
eate.
Xis. Joseph ItcCarroll, who has been
visiting relatives in the city for the past
few days, returned to her home in Hop-
kinsville yesterday.--SHendc.rson Glea-
ner.
Miss Edna Morris. who has been vis-
itiug in Audubon, returned to her home
in Hopkinsville yesterday. She was
accompanied by Mies Adel Tabor, who
will pay her a visit.--Henderson Glean-
er.
Iris Cloves-Rost T. a.
is a sure care for Headache and
nervous diseases. Nothing relieves so
quickly -Sold by IL C. Hardwick.
NATTERS IN %ARIETT.
Beicimer & Owaley reel estate and in-
111171.110e.
WANTED-Position for bright boy
age 15. Address, P. 0. Box No. 505.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 1396
Yon RENT-Honae on Ninth street, 3
squares from L. & N. depot. Newly pa-
pered and painted. FL. ELLIS & Co.
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corti). Elegant lunch
in milk. Qt. can, 10c.
Pure, rich blood is the true cure for
nervousness, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is
the One True Blood Purifier and nerve
tonic.
Cleaning and repairing by Fcrwright
she tailor and cutter. Pants madefrom
$1.50 to $15.00. Suite from $12 to $60,0e.
oeventh street opposite New Era.
For biliousness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at druggist
The meeting at the Methodist church
will be continued. Rev. J. W. Bigham
will preach every morning at 9:30, and
every evening at 8 o'clock. Miss 'ta-
bard*, of Hopkinsville, who is a fine
singer, will conduct the singing. Miss
Robarelt will also hold services at the
Camberland Presbyterian church every
afternoon at 3 o'clock, beginning next
Sunday at 3 p. m. Everybody is invit-
ed. P.fIY. J. W. Bigham was co-laborer
with Rev. Sam Jones. the great Ameri-
can revivalist, for two years, and will
interest any congregation. Come and
sec.-Fulton Demlocrat.
Awarded
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ropu!ar Cote Joined at
Gurettsburg.
. Arthur Wallace, forte .rly of this
, and Mies Maritarli Taylor, of
isville, were marriedlit the Second
byterian Church, et Second and
way, at 6 o'clock Wednesday eve
g. The ceremony was performed by
Rev. Dr. Hemphill. Ai t :30 o'clock
and Mrs. Wallace left ter the East.
hey will be gone for a Week or tsn
s.
n their return they will take the
deuce of Mrs. Limilep,im,t 1809 Sec-
on street. until August! rThey will
thin leave the city to be absent the re-
in nder of the heated term.
here were no attendants et the wed-
di g. The ushers were Mesters. David
Ya .ng, A. G. Langham. Jam - s Buch-
an n, Jr.. and Hancock Taylor. Jr.
r. Wallace is the Assistant District
At orney. His brit() is the daughter of
314 and Mrs. Hancock Taylor, Their
popularity is attested by the many
hatelsome presents they have received.
Toarils announcing the marriege of
li- Blanch o'Brien and Mr Jesse
Ha Igsaill, both of Clarkeville, were re-
ce 041 in the city to-day. The wed-
& g took place at five o'clock yesterday
nil ling at the reeideuce of
C• at. A. F. Smith. Rev. Miller, of
T uity Church, officiated. The young
co ple left on the 6:15 train for an es-
te ded bridal trip. The groom is a
m a her of the drag firm of Bradley &
Ha • an. He is popular atul a good
b. sees man. The bride is
an attractive daughter of
O' 1 rien. She is a favoritel
C 1es,audisthonght mat
yo ug people of this city as






edneeday aftsruoou at the Olive t
the Church, near Garrettabune,
S. Glib rt, of Clatitsville, and
11. Lula B. Lowry. a popelai• South
C :atiau belle, were married by Rev.
W II. Vaughn. The church, which
h been beautifully decorated, was
crqwded with the friends and relative*
of the couple. The attendants were
of Elkton; F. G. Gilbert, W. J. Smith
W1 Gilbert, of Nashville; Todd Lowry,
anti Boyd Johnson, of Clarksville;
likeees Pauline Lowry, Lillian Lee is
an
ki
Boz Wilson, of Garrettsbnrg, and
% Wood and Mary Gilbert of
C ksville. Milieu. Mabel Morrow and
Iti.a Lowry were flower girls.Gilbert is a promineut young at-
totney of Clarksville, and is a
vety clever gentleman. Tha bride
is la daughter of Col. and Mrs. S. N.
Lottery. She bright and handsome
and very popular wite all who enjoy an
aolinaintatice with him. The NEW
Ewa extends sincere congratulations to
the young couple.
GOSSIP ABOUT GUTHRIE.
BO Morningstar Throws a Bouquet at
Claude Minims.
Everybody has predicted that Guthrie
w.uld some day be a good-size towu,yet
th¢ right man, it seemed, would never
tutu up, that is, the man who had the
money, the nerve to invest it and who
would hustle. Yet he did turn up, and
hailed from a back precinct in Ewan
county, says the Bowling Green Demo-
crat. It was Claude Minims. The same
Ctnde that nearly every man in South-
er Kentucky knows slid esteems.
C tide went to Guthrie lessee than two
ymars ago, started a bunk, it:vested in
rel estate in the edge of town, opened
uti streets, built houses, made. his town
prnaperons and has prospered himself.
Hie bank stock is now worth $1.40, and
can't be bought at that. His faith in
the town inspired others, and several
hendsome three-story brick stores 1.ave
been built, others are miller cometrne-
tient, while in the residence portion of
the city numerous costly residences have
recently been completed. Claude
lilimme has been the leading spirit, and
Giathrie's recent improvement is mainly
dee to his enterprise.
The Plower Nission.
One of the sweetest charities of mod-
ern years, and one that breathes largely
the spirit of the Master, he the flower
Mission.
June 9th is observed as flower whereon
day in Kentucky. Religious services are
held in all the hospitals and prisons, and
a boquet of flowers given inmate It is
a day looked forward to with much ea-
gernema by those unfortunat. s.
The Hopkinsville Christian Endeav-
oters sent one hundred and fifty 11501
bouquets to the Eddyville prison to be
distributed among the prisoners during
the service yesterday. Who can esti.
mate the good that may be accomplished
les these frequent messengers, sent with
a prayer that they may whisper of a
father's tender care, love and forgive-
ness. Jennie Casseday, the great flower
Missionary, used to say that a flower
*mild act as a wedge for the entrance
cif Koine good influence. The Endear-
erers will make the gift of flowers an
agent for mere personal work in the
Eddyville prison, whereby they may
in souls for the Master. • • •
SUDDEN DEATH.
Prof. H. 0. Snow, late of Allensville,
Ky., died suddenly at Trenton, about
eight ;o'clock Tuesday, of heart failure.
He had been visiting his son-in-law,
11. B. Grady, several days and had com-
plained of not feeling well on several
Occasions, but none of the family
thought his condition in any way seri-
ous.. He ate a hearty supper last night
Ind remarked that he was feeling bet-
ter than he had at any previous time in
Weeks.
Prof. Snow was an olumitor of coneid-
hrable reputation, and was well and
state, 
known in manyl parts of the
where the news of Xis death will
be heard with sorrow. tle was sixty.
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The League Mill Be
Enlarged.
SA TOWNS SELECTED.










The Pennyrille League will be made
larger, according to the Evansville
Courier, which, in a column article
claims that the Kentucky-Indiana
League is a sure go.
All lovers of the national game will be
Oitereated in the new league.
On Thursday afternoon representa
tires from eight cities will meet at the
Wellington Hotel, Evausville, for the
purpose of effecting the organization,
and the meeting will no doubt be an
enthusiastic one. Terre Haute, Vin-
cennes, Washington, iu Indiana, and
Hendersou, Owenstoro, Hopkinsville
and Madisonvelle, in Kentu ky. The
meeting will be presided over b.7- Mana-
ger Stallinan, of Evansville. It is in-
tended to have six cities repreemted in
the leagne. The move to ievanize this
league has been met with mach en•
emir:we/a-0, not only by the ball men
of Eeae-wille, who lov-.4 the national
game, and are always willing to contri-
bate lib:Tally to the supoit of a ball
team, but by the merchants and busi-
ness men.
Manager Stallman was seen last night
and said: The league will surely be
organized. I have been in all of the
eight cities named In the last several
weeks, and the prospects for the Ken-
tucky-Indiana league are very flatter-
ing. Terre Mute is holding back to
some extent, but, then, that makee
material difference. If that city does
not want to conic into the league, she
can stay out. The league will be or-
ganized at our meeting Thursday aftie•-
noon, aud it won't be long until we
will have a game." Mr. Stallman is a
great lover of the ball game, and to him
more than any other man base ball in
Evansville has been carried on with 'ac-
cess. He has spout time and money.
not only this season, but for years.
After the organization of the Ken•
tacky-Indiana league Evansville will
add two new players. Jack Law, an
old Evansville boy, now with the Madi-
sonville team, will be engaged. There
is a young man at Mt. Vernon, whose
name for the present is withheld, who
will likely be secured for the new
pitcher.
LOOKIES BLACK FOR STEFFY.
A Strong Case Being Made Against the
Howton Mobbers.
Glenn Steffy, who was taken from the
Hopkinsville jail to Princeton last week
to be tried for the murder of Houton, is
having a strong case made against
The trial began Tuesday. It took about
three hours to wenre a jury. The Com-
monwealth is making out it rase. His
attorneys are going to make a strong
plea for manslaughter only ; that it was
tweer the intention of time mob to com-
mit murder, but the Intention warisimp.
IY to "regulate" the Howtous, Frank
Thoman, a boy about eighteen peel old,
jointly indicted with the others, has
turned State's evidence, and told the
whole story, giving all the penile that
he knew. Ile says he was first begged
to join the crowd, and afterward threat-
ened with punishment if he did not join.
He states that Steffy was one of the
mob. The court room was pack. d
while he was testifying.
The Commonweulth concluded its evi-
dence and the defendant was placed on
the stand and admitted that he was in
the mob. He said the mob was formed
solely for the purpose of whipping
Hewett Howtou. The testimony was
all heard this afternoon, and the eyrie
will be given to the jury to-morrow af-
ternoon.
Don't bolt your food, it irritates yo
stomach. Choose digestible food
chew it. Indigestion LS a clang
sickness. Proper care pr vents it
ker Digestive Cordial curse it.
the long and short of indigestio







tion? Yes, if you have pain, and dis-
comfort after eating, headache, dizzi-
ness, nausea, offensive breath, heart-
burn, languor, weakness, fever, jaun-
dice, flatulence, loam of appetite, irrita-
bility, constipation, etc. Yes, you have
indigestion. To cure it, take Shaker
Digestive Cordial. The medicinal herbs
and plants of which Shaker Digestive
Cordial is composed, help to digest the
food in your stennach ; help to strength-
en your stomach. When your stomach
is strong, care will keep it so. Shaker
Digestive Cordial is for sale by drug-
gists, price 10 cents to $1.00 per bottle.
MRS. TOM LONG INJURED.
She Was Knocked From Her Bicycle
Tuesday Afternoon.
Mrs. Tom Long was thrown from her
bicycle and painfully hurt Tuesday
afternoon. She was riding down South
Campbell street. When she reached
Thirteenth street a horse being driven
by Mrs. D. Anderson ran into the wheel.
The rider was thrown under the horse's
heels and had not the animal been
stopped quickly, Mrs. Long would prob-
ably have been seriously hurt.
She was taken to the residence of Mrs
Sarah Coleman, and later on removed
to her home on South Main street. She
is considerably bruised and will be con-








1 Quirk ly and surely, nothing better, few equal
It. In Vm lirapo, 1 rgent Murblia antl stemseh
or Bowel Troubles, and pan,. of all kinds.
MX bottle holds 2,4" times







By High School Students.
At the Ta'errnitele.; lust
the High S lead Oiliteneneement took
plaice. The graduate% are are follows:
Joseph Arnistead, John McFarland
Blakeniore, Alexander Bash Boulware,
Elizabeth Nelson Edmunds, Sarah Leo-
nora Gorman, Maly Lee. Herndon, Mar-
tha Eleanor McCarthy, James Major
Means, Louis Preston Payne, Emma
Lee Price.
The following program was ren-
dered:
Drill  Mountain Maid's Revel
Trio   Robin Adair
Misses Campbell, Winfree and
Pattie Flack.
Paper .... The Progress of Electricity
McFarland Blakernore.
Recitation . ... The Shadow of a Song
Miss Tunic Ware.
Quartette Messrs Guy and Will
Starling, Ned Crabb and ()swill
Steinhagen.
Essay Goldsmith's place in literature
Miss Sadye Gorman.
Scenes from Goldsmith's, "She Stoops
to Conquer"  Class of '96
In Old Madrid





Repor sd by the Louisvilleti'-' Stock
Ea,hange, Bourbon Stock Yards.
Louise ille,Ky. June 10. -Cattle. -The
cattle market showed no change in the
features of yeeterelay. The run was light
and of average quality, limier slack
demaml offerings told slowly to local
1 toch. no at about Monday's prices
which have shown no change. Bulls
WPM especially dull at quotations.
Given Calves-Receipts of calves were
light. The supply under sluggish de-
mand, moved aletwly, and the pone were
(lined with diffieulty. Top q went lotto
night were hued to get, buyers being dimmed
 Oliver Cromwell
Joe Az-instead.
Quartette Messrs, Gny and Will
Starling, Ned Crabb and Oswin
Steinliagen.
INVOC tTION.
Presentation of Diplomas by Supt.
L. McCartney.
Presentation of Pick toClass of '97.
 Miss Nettie Edmunds.






Breezy Account of the People Who
Come and Go.
On account of the incessant rain the
farmers' erops are not so promising as
might be wished
Miss Sallie Harris, has 'paid a flying
visit to Trenton since I WDS with you
Inst.
Miss Allie Wood has returned to her
home at St. Bethleharu, aPer an ere
teedNI visit to friends and relatives in
this vicinity.
The Misses Hiser have returned to
their home, from Russellville, where
they have been attendina school. They
are cordially welcomed back into so-
ciety from which they have been
missed.
Mr. Willie Williamson was in our
midst Sunday. His visits always bring
forth broad smiles from the ladies,
Mr. Richard Thurman attended the
Centennial at Nashville last week.
Mrs. D. J. McClendon was in your
city shopping Saturday.
Will a certain young man tell us why
he is not seen so often peering through
the window-pane at the passers by since
the S. K. C. closed. DERRICK.
Dr. Price's Cream baking Powder
Warfare Fair Highest Medal ansI Olpiems.
IN A NORMAL CONDITION.
The State of the Louisville Tobacco
Market.
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,164 libels., with re-
eeipta for the same period 3,096 hhde.
Sales on our market since January 1st
amount to 79,380 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1894 on our market to this date
amount to 75,574 libels.
As a result of the recent favorable
weather for handling tobacco, the busi•
eie-es on our market tithe week ammunted
its ut r nab condition as to magnitude and
continued in its. unsatisfectory chronie
conditiou as to values. The offerings of
the week contained some dark leaf of
decided merit and prices for such rang.
ed trom $7 to $9. There was a lade
better tone in prices for the grade at
Leaf selling from $5 to $6 50 but lugs and
the eornmen and medium grades of leaf
telex no tendency toward improvement.
The setting of the crop has been prac-
tically completed under the most favor-
able conditions, and while the acreage
is probably under that of last year, tlie
stand is. exceptionally fine, except in low
lands where the mop has been damaged
by exceesive rains.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco 1895
crop:
Trash  $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lugs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 200 to 350
/ninon leaf   2 50 to 3 50
Medium to good leaf  3 50 to 5 00
Leaf of extra length  500 to 700
Wrappery sty-les  7 00 to 800
This testimonial is unsolicited and
for the benefit of humanity. My
daughter has been subject ;to severe
colds and croup and often taken
with violent coughing spells at night.
Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey is the
only preparation I have found that
will relieve her. I think it as n;0 -
cessary in the household 118 
a I
preserver on a steamboat.
Respectfully.
Jan. 18, 7895. B. L. Jrasei.,
202 W. Bridge St. Louisville, Ky
rx SOUTH CHRISTIAN.
Popular Couple Joined in the Bonds of
Matrimony.
Miss Nannie Prim, one of the belles
of South Christian, and Mr. J. J.
White, of Clarksville. were married
Monday afternoon at the home of the
bride's parents near Elmo. The attend-
ants were Mr. P. J, Moran and MIMI
Maggie White. Rev. Father Pike, of
Russellville officiated.
Only the immediate friends of the
contracting persons witnesseed the cer-
emony, at the conclusion of which the
couple left immediately for Clarksville,
in which city they will make their fu-
ture home.
The groom has charge of the job print-
ing department of the Clarksville Leaf-
Chronicle and is a worthy young man.
The bride is a pretty brunette who has




is terribly hard to bear, and racks
the system fearfully. No differ-
ence whether you call it Neu-
ralgia, Sciatica, OT what not, it
all proceeds from the same cause
-impure blood. Cure the blood
and you cure the pain. Nothing
cures unhealthy blood like
BROWN'S IRON BITTERS.
GrARANTF.E.
Air/4am mom... r•tfroodid shoald
BIROw Pea Ibiom hi alias taken as de
ected f,o1 to bent fit any person suf-
fering with Lyapepsia, Malaria, Chills
and ',ever, Kidney •nd Liver Trou-
bles, Ailhnumess, Petuale Infirmities,
Impure Blood, Weakness and Nervous
Trouble.. Chron.c /I eadache or Neu-
ralgia. Co Dan. Md.
It) mak «mosisions 
ultra eitemeis • 
Light •iappIng 
Bert butcher* 
Fair t•• mod butchers ......
Cut ..... ,41 to M.(1111113 116 I cher.
Thin. rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags 
Good t.• extra oxen  





Ch•dce 'Mich cows  •
Fair to good 'Mich cows.. . .....
Hogs.---The receipts of legs were
light lied of good quality. Under re-
ports of a heavy run and lower prices at
Chicaso the market was late in opening
and ruled dull throughout. The de-
mand, which came about eqnally from
shippers and local buyers, took the sup-
ply slowly, and under the pressure to
sell prces dropped 1 lett:lc. All grades
were about equally inactive, and a part
of the supplies will probably be held
over to to-morrow.
choice packing and butchers, 2 25
it . $ (4$ 10
Fair to good packing Mi to 2115 lb (WS it
Oood to extra light, lalamo Iamb it isras
Fat shoats, lit to tr. m . . SS
Fast seem., ion to IS) lb  ES
Rough.:, lbo to ton lb . 25155275
Sheep and Lambe-The sheep and
lamb market was fairly active for tops
but extremely dull for poor stuff, a large
part of which rowained unsold at the
close. Demand, which was small, came
almost wholly from shippers. Prices
were unsteady, but no changes in yes-
terday's figures were r ported.
Good to extra shipping sheep  $2 soar 65
Fittr to 400d
C to..in to medium  151142 co
Bucks  115(42 60
Extra lamb.  4 75(45 00
Fair to good ... .....  4 00(64 60
Common to medium butchers
binib•  ou*it Ill
Tall en It or culls   2 t...01.2
Good Haalth
And a gcod appetite go Land lo
hand With the less of appetite, the
s3ateui CRC not long sustain ieself
Thus the fortifications of good health
are broken down and the r3stem is
liable to attacks of disease. It is it,
such c ases that that the medical
powers of Hood's Sarsaparilla are
clearl.‘ shown. Thousands who hay«
taken blood's Sarsaparilla testify to
its great merits as a purifier of the
blood, its powers to restore and
sharpen the appetite and promote s
ha altby action of the digestive or
gene This it is, not whet we say
but what Hood's Sarsapari.la does
that tills the story and constitutts
ti a strongest recommendation that
can be urged for any medicine. Why
Lot tai.e Hood's Sarsaparilla now!
-
A Farmer's Accident.
Mr. Chas. G. Christian, a well-known
farmer, near this city, Was thrown from
his reaper about three ticlock yesterday
afterneen and badly injured, his right
leg being cut off.
Will Go Elsewhere.
Rev L. H. Stine, pastor of the George-
town Ceristian Church, and formerly of
this city, whose vigorous style of
preaching displeased his congregation,
has aeeepted a call from Paria.
YOUNG
1VE
We Offer You a Remedy Which Insures
SAFETY to Lit E of Both
Mother and Child
"MOTHERS FRIEND"
4005 COM INk/ILKT OP' ilk PAIN.
1101t11011 AND DANGER.
Makes CHILD-BIRTH Easy.
Entior.tol and reromnsended by physi-
cians. 1661111•11•4 and th•••• who hare used
It. ltuivarii uf •sibstItatais and Imaltatloss
•
gent y ',somas or suit, on receipt of price
Ill 1.04 per hettlis. Ro.di : MerT/I PALS "
nisturd free. CulAsiblnif •oluntary trIatigtOnlats.
BRAD FIELD 111017LATOR 00., Atleats, 0..
SOLD IT ILL bUrnallITIL
Fo to Winfree Bros. &
Co. before you buy
threshers and engines.
They havejustsolcl 416-
horse power rigs with




600 to select from
at I., their value. All
kinds and sizes,
choice for 25c.
Solid Gold Rings &c
at your own price.
Watches and
Clocks
Less than 12 cost.
$1 to $2.50 spec-
tacles at 60c at
HARD WICK'S.
Winfree, Bro. & Co.
have just received a car
load of buggies, Phae-
tons, Surreys and Traps
bran no .v and the
nicest K t ever brought
to town. Go to see






1. ti.. orly evar.ly woolo roi • •116
T•Oh.nr Mal NO 011P Pi
y l.....aPtroo4 5., ..41.•• sad •••••
f•tre••• f•artarroo Noratet Stab&
.1 oi of par...
25c. see 80e. 8 •
LU 1•61..s. Write ta•tay tar eavolan
tree








L. & N. depot.
TELEPHONE NO. 89.
0 Is the =fast, 









as SCALDS ERYSIPELAS AND OtR,SORES.4
Sot:Oily Risesswiseaded for PILES.
164 Quick To Relieve PAM and Reduce 
Inflammation
te, ,,,yLrur.t•••1 I., give Ottistorlito., or iron vo• DOH
Ivo olt.6.1...,11. lo. •ary to get Cuollosilm'• 111.12thol ,..,
Balm In, at aucent any Nilo, Cl.' ao :PIPE jaw 7#,
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Beautiful. 
We make your Windows pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS
Your Houses
For spring should look neat and
pretty. We do the FINEST
PAINTING, GRAINIG, GLASS
GILDING, HARD-WOOD FIN-




hood wed I was
grown my family
spent a fortune
trying to cure me
of this disease. I visited Hot Springs
and was treated by the best medical
men, but was not benefited. VI hen




and in four 
entirely cure . The ta rribl! eczema
was gone, not a sign of It 1^ft. My
general health built up, and I have
never had any return of the disease,
et sea, and
hivemoor
I htvne, no„f ten 0HILDH00,
yet Immo a (allure to cure
Otto. W. IRWIN, Irviln, Pa.
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This i.; a fact NVII.11 regard
Lo Scott's Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil. The difference ;087.,•,
between the oil, iu its pLin
stab, L; zpparent. In
QrGI'ticg Eri4cjeCi.
you e.:-..stect taste.
As it L.; a help to digcs-.
ten there i3 after cf-
.•..rce;,1 reed cfcct. Keep in
mind that Scott's Emulsion
is the best promoter of flesh
and strength known to
science.
1 y Soot, W.I. 
FAILING MANHOOD • •..
Weaknew of Body and
Mind, EtTects of Rrror•
or Exce•ses In Old or
'Voting. Robust, Noble
Manias-el [Idly Restored.
How t Lolarqe and l,
Strengthen Weak. a • V
developnd Portions ot
Hotly. Absolutely un-
failing Rome Treatment. • • • 
-Benefits In a dab'.
Mao testify from 60 States and Foreign
Countries. Send for Deecriptlee Book, ex-
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cox  & 601WARE.
Cox & Boulware, of Hopkinsville, Ky.,
dealers in Men's and Boys' Clothing, Hats
and Furnishing Goods, having assigned the
same on June 8th to the undersigned. for
the benefit of all creditors,
Notice is hereby given that the store is
now closed for the purpose of taking ac-
count of stock and to mark the prices down
to figures that will force the sale of every
article in the shortest possible time.
IT MUST BE DONE QUICKLY!
IT MUST BE DONE QUICKLY!
The stock will be open for this sale at
9 a. m., Saturday, next.
REMEMBER NEXT SATURDAY!
REMEMBER NEXT SATURDAY!
Red figures will show the great reduc-
tions.
IT MUST BE DONE QUICKLY!
This will be no long drawn ou' sale.
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The celebrated $1.25 Monach shirt
waist will be closed out at Si. The
81 waist at .7c, This is an oppor-
tunity to buy waists at your own
price.
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BUCK EYE A AVM
DiNTIHNI
CURES NOTET3 BUT
A SURE and CERTAIN CUR?!
knewn tor :3 years 3, I
BEST ftrAY;EDY :












And guarantee our work. Write ei
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100 pairs Men's ALL
--40 WOOL filling and chain
Cassimere pants worth
S250 for 81.25.
Want to know why? 
Theare last seaso' 
-4 1J ANDER ON&COMPANY
erg Brings Olen, to the Rieeplets Cures Insomni
a
•nri Nervous Prostration Don't be foolel with worthirall ,•
inutatt,,m, Take "nly 0051(11•5'S. Price, 60a.




CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM -‘•-••••••••6wonder- ! 
•
A nice line of pretty turnouts always on hand. Call on!A cures ,,f Solt Rb•um, Old Soros, Outa.Wound•,
pit.g 
Borns, Frosttyito• reels all other retoodte• for
Pm*. use 01 )ruggIsts. ak on Mtrol'Inl
free Addreat. Cush -a' n Drug Co., vi. 
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AN ILL EAST WIND.
*EN. D. TALAAGE SAYS THAT GOD
CONTROLS IT.
Us Acknowledges That It Takes Almighty
Gram to De W• tibould De Coder
Mks Chill Masa Wiad The Use* of Trou-
ble.
Wsontanrox, Jane 7. —In his dia-
couree today Rev. Dr. Talmage pointed
out the consolations which the religion
of Christ extends to all who are in trou-
ble and specially to such as are in deep
misfortuue or suffering feint bereave-
ment. He chow as his text Exodus x,
13, "And the Lord Drought an east
wind upon the land all that day and all
that night."
The reference here is not to a cyclone,
• but to the long continued blowing of the
wind from an unhealthful quarter. The
north wind is bracing, the south wind
is relaxing, but the east wind is irritat-
ing and full of threat. Eighteen times
dces the Bible swine against the east
wind. Moses described the thin ears
blasted by the east wind. The psalmist
describes the breaking of the ships of
Tarshish by the east wind. The locusts
that plagued Egypt were borne in on the
east 'stud. The gourd that sheltered
Jtioth was *flattered by the east wind,
anti in all the 6,000 summers, autumns.
winters. remora of the world's exist-
ence the worst wind that ever blew is
the east wind. Now, if God would only
give, us a climate of perpetual nor'west-
er, how genial and kind and placid and
Industrious Christians we would all bet
But it taken almighty grace to be what
we ought to be under the east wind.
Under the chilling and wet wing of
the east wind the most of the world's
villatnios, frauds, outrages, suicides
and murders have been hatched out. I
think if you should keep a meteorologi-
cal history of the days of the year and
put right beside it the criminal record
of the country you would find that
those were the best days fur public mor-
als which were under the north of west
wind, and that thorn were the worst
days for publio mural. which were un•
der this sea{ wind. The ;mines of the
• dm mom to do with the
=11:68100rals and the h u h's piety
than yes have Tot auerierted. Rev. Dr,
Archibald Alesander, fin' leant-
ing and for consecration, when faked by
one of his students at Princeton whether
he always had full aseurance of faith,
replied, "Yee, except when the wind
blows from the cast" Dr. Francia, die.
tutor of Paraguay, when the wind was
from the east, made oppressive enact-
ments for the people, but when the
weather changed repented him of the
cruelties, repealed the enactments and
was in good humor with all the world.
enemas Changes.
BitiCesti I overtake the main thought of
my subject I want to tell Christian
people they ought to be observant of
climatical changes. r, on your guard
when the wind blows from the east
There are certain styles of temptations
that you cannot endure under certain
styles of weather. When the wind blows
from the east, if you are of a nervous
temperament, go not among exasperat-
ing people, try not to settle bad debts,
do not try to settle old disputes, do not
talk with a bigot on religion, do not go
among those people who delight in say-
ing irritating things, do not try to collest
funds for a charitable institntion, do
not try to answer an insulting letter. If
these things must be done, do them
when the wind is from the nca-th, or the
south, or the west, but not when the
wind is team the east
You say that men and women ought
not to be so sensitive and nervous. I ad-
mit it, but I am not talking about what
the world ought to be. I am talking
about what the world is. While there
are pereons whose disposition does not
seem to be affected by changes in the at-
nine out of ten are mightily
played upon by such influences. 0
Christian man! under such circum-
stances do not write hard things against
yourself, do not get worried about your
fluctuating experience. You are to re-
member that the barometer in your soul
is only answering the barometer of the
weather. Instead of sitting down and
being discouraged and saying, "I am
not It Christian because I delft feel ex-
hilarant." get up and look out of the
window and see the weather vane point-
ing in the wrong quarter, and then say;
"Get thee behind me, satan, thou prince
of the power of the air; get out of my
home; get out of my heart, thou demon
of darkness honied on the east wind.
Away!" However good and great you
may be in the Christian life, your soul
will never be independent of physical
condition. I feel I am tittering a most
practical, useful troth here, one that
may give relief to a great many Chris.-
units who are worried and despondent
at times.
Dr. Rush, a monarch in medicine,
after curing hundreds of cases of mental
depression, himself fell sick and lost his
religious hope. and he would not believe
his pastor when the pastor told him
that his spiritual depression was only a
consequence of physical depression. An-
drew Fuller, Thome. Scott, William
Cowper, Thomas Boston, David Brain-
erd. Philipp Melanchthon were mighty
men for tied, but all of them illustra-
tions of the fact that a man's soul is not
independent of his physical health. An
eminent physician gave as his opinion
that no man ever died a greatly tri-
umphant death whom disease was below
the diaphragm_ Starkhouse, the learned
Christian commentator, says he does not
think Saul was insane when David
played the harp before him, but it was
a hypochondria coining from inflamma-
tion of the liver. Oh, how many good
people have been mistaken in regard to
their religions hope, not taking these
th1LW into consideration!
The dean of Carlisle, one of the best
men that ever lived, and one of the
most useful, sat down and wrote:
•'Though I have endeavored to discharge
my duty as well as I could, yet sadness
and melancholy of heart stick close by '
and increase upon me. I tell nobody.
but I am very mach trunk indeed, and I
wish I could have the relief of weeping
an I used us. My days are exceedingly
dark and distressing. In a word, Al-
mighty God seems to hide his face, and
I intrust the secret hardly to any earthly
being. I know not what will become of
me. There is doubtless a good deal of
bodily affliction mingled with this, but it
is not ail so. I bleegGod, however, that
I never lose sight of the cross, and
though I should die without seeing any
roasonal interest in the Redeemer's
elerits, I hope that I shall be found at
his feet. I will thank you kr a word at
ymar leishre, r-riaincr illstated at The
time I am writing this. for I sms full of
tears."
The East Wind.
What was the matter with the dean
of Carlisle? Had he got to be a worse
man? NO. The physician said that the
state of his pulse would net warrant his
living a mioute. Oh, if thn east wind
affec ts the spleen, and afft et3 the hangs,
and affects the liver, it will affect your
immortal stint Appealing to God for
help, brace yourself ingainst theme with-
ering blasts and destroying influences,
lest that which the psalmist said broke
tie ships of Tarsheth shipwreck you.
But tuAice in my text that the Lord
controla the east wind: "The Lord
brought the east wind." He brings it
for especial purpose; it must sometimes
blow from that quarter. The east wind
is just as important as the north wind,
or the south wind, or the. west wind,
but not so pleasant. Trial must come.
The text does not say you will escape
the cutting blast Whoever did escape
It? Especially who that accomplished
anything for church or state ever escaped
it? I was in the pulpit of John Wesley,
in London, a pulpit where he stood one
day and nod "I have been charged
with all the crimes in the catalogue ex-
cept one—that of drunkenness," and a
woman arose in the audience and said,
"John, you were drunk last night." So
John Wesley passed tinder the flail.
I maw in a foreign journal a report of
one of George Whitedeld' 4 sermons—a
sermon preached a hundred anti twenty
or thirty years ago. It seemed that the
reporter stood to take the sermon, and
his chief idea waa to caricature it, and
these' are sone of the reportorial inter-
linings of the sermon of George White-
field. After calling him by a nickname
indicative of a physical defect in the
eye, it goes on to say: "Here the preach-
er olaspa his chin on the pulpit cushion.
Here he elevated hia voice. Here he
lowers his voice. Holds his arms ex-
senreit Bawls aloud. Stands trembling.
Makes a fnghtful face. Turns up the
whites of his eyes. Clasps his hands be-
hind hint Clasps his arms around him
h lartuPC11.-Roatz
diI'Eire& Tidiontnrs c-TrYiug.
Halloo" and jumps again." Well, my
brother, if that good man went through
all that process, in your occupation, in
your profession, in your store, in your
shop, at the bar, in the sickroom, in
the editorial chair, somewhere, you will
have to go through a similar proms&
You cahnot escape it.
Keats wrote his famous poem, and
the hard criticism of the poem killed
him—literally killed him. Tasso wrote
his poem, entitled "Jerusalem Deliv
ered," and it had such a cold reception
it turned him into a raving maniac.
Stillingneet was slain by his literary en-
emies. The frown of Henry VIM slew
Cardinal Wolsey. The Duke of Wel.
lingtors refused to have the fence around
his hotne, which had been destroyed by
an tinted mob, rebuilt, because he
wanted the fence to remain as it was, a
reinindler of the mutability and uncer-
tainty the popular favor.
la Time oe TrtaL
And will have trial of flame sort
You have had it already. Why need I
propheey? I might better mention an
histornial fact in your history. You are
a merchant. What a time you had with
that old business partner! How hard it
was to get rid of him! Before you
bought him out, or he ruined both of
you, *hat magnitude of annoyance!
Then efter you hail paid him dowu a
certail sum of money to have him go
out an to promise he would not open
a Moro of the same kind of business in
your Mreet, did be not open the very
saw Wind of business MI near to you am
possiblh and take all your customers, as
far as ilas could take them? And then,
know*: all your frailties and week -
n,, after being in your business firm
for so tnany years, is be not now spend-
ing hit time in making a commentary
on what you furnished as a test? You
are a physician, and in your sickness,
or in your absence, you get a neighbor-
ing doctor to take your piece in the sick-
room, and he ingratiates himself into
the favor of that family, so that you
forever lose their patronage. Or, you
take &patient through the scrims stages
of a fever, and some day the impatient
father or husband of the sick one rushes
out sed gets another medical practi-
tioner, who comes in just in time to get
the credit of the cure. Or, you are a
lawyer, and you 001011 in contact with
a trioNster in yeas prolusion, Ltd in
your tsbeilline, and eastraey to sires.
meta he sem a De•sidetealirithe
missal of the ear" Or the en the
e•neh. remembering an old political
grudge, rule; against you every time he
gets a choice, and says with a marl,
"If you don't like my decision, take an
exception." Or, you are a farmer and
the cnrculio stings the fruit, or the wee-
vil gets into the wheat, or the drought
stunts the corn, or the long continued
rains give you no opportunity for gath-
ering the harvest. Your Dant cow gets
the hollow horn; your beet horse gets
foundered. A French proverb said that
trouble comes in on horseback and gum
away on foot. So trouble dashed in on
you suddenly; but, oh, how long it was
In getting away! Came on horseback,
goes away ou foot Rapid in coming,
now in going. That is the history of
nearly all your troubles. Again and
sgain and again you have experienced
he power of the east wind. It may be
ilowiag from that direction now.
My friends, God intended these trou-
ales and trials kr some particular puts
pose. , They do not come at random.
Here is the prceniae: "He stayeth his
rough wind in the day of the east
'iP In the tower of London the
s  and the gtuis of other ages are
burnithed and arranged into huge pas-
sion flowers and sunflowers and bridal
caIrest and "yotihnolidenlioneratinTrio
hard la steel could be put into each
&call shape* I have to tell you that the
hardest, sharpest, most cutting. meat
piercing sorrows of this life may be
made to bloom and blossom and put on
bridal festivity. The Bible says they
shall be mitigated, they shall be as-
suages& they shall be graduated, God hi
not ping to allow you to be overthrown.
A Christian woman, very much de-
'pendent, was holding her child in her
arms, and the pastor, trying to console
the Woman in her spiritual depression,
said, "There, you will let your child
drop. '' "Oh, no," she said, 'Icoaldn't
let an child drop." lie said, "You will
let the child drop." "Why," the said,
"if I Should drop the child here, it would
dash his life out!" "Well, now," said
the Christian minister, "don't you think
God hi as good as you are? Won't God,
your Father, take as good care of you,
his child, as you take care of your child?
God won't ',et you drop."
us« .1 Tremble.
I suppose God lets the east wind blow
just hard enough to drive ua into the
harbor of God's protection. We all foal
we can manage our own affairs. We
have helm ahtt compass and chart and
quadrant. Give tla plenty of sea room
and we sail on and „sail on; but after
awhile there comes a Caribbean whirl-
wind up the coast, and we are helpless
in the gale, and we ery out for harbor.
All our calculations upset, we say with
the poet :
Change and decay m all around I see.
Oh, thou ern° charisma not, abide with ma!
The south wind of mild providence
makes us throw off the cloak of Chris-
tian character and we catch cold, but
the aharp east wind of trouble makes, us
wrap around us the warm promisee.
The heat thing that ever happens to us
is trouble. That is a hard thing perhaps
to say; but I repeat it, for God an-
nnunden it again and again, the beat
thing that happens to us is trouble.
When the French army went down
into Egypt tinder Napoleon, an engi-
neer, in digging for a fortress, came
across a tablet which has been called
the Rosetta stone. There were inscrip-
tions in three or four languages on that
Rosetta atone. Scholars studying ont
the alphabet of hieroglyphics front that
some were enabled to read ancient in-
scriptions on monuments and on tomb-
stones. Well, many of the handwritings
'of God in our life are indecipherable
hieronlyphics. We cannot understand
them until we take up the Rosetta stone
of divine inspiration, and the explana-
tion ell comes out, and the mysteries all
Tfinntfl, and what was before beyond
our understanding now is plain in its
meaning, as we read, "All thinge work
together for good to those who love
God." So we decipher the hieroglyphics.
Oh, my friends, have you ever calculat-
ed what trouble did for David? It made
him the 'acted minstrel for all age's.
What did trouble do for Joseph? Made
him the keeper of the corncribs of
Egypt. What did it do for Pant? Made
him the great apostle to the gentiles.
What did it do for Samuel Rutherford?
Made his invalidism more illustrious
than robnat health. What did It do for
Richnd Barer? Gave him capacity to
write of the "Saint'e Everlasting NA, rt. "
What did it do for John Bunyan?
Showed him the shining gates of the
city. I Whet has it done for you? Since
the leas of that child your spirit has
been purer. Since the lose of that prop-
erty,
e:am
 cm have found out that earthly
inv ta are insecure. Since you
lost yiour health, you feel as never be-
fore 4 rapt anticipation of eternal re-
lean!, Trouble has humbled you, has
enlarged you, has multiplied your re-
sources, has equipped you, has loosened
your *rasp from this world and tightened
your grip on the next. Oh, bless God
for the east wind! It has driven you in.
to the harbor of God's sympathy.
Nothing like trouble to show us that
this World i's an insufficient portion.
Hogarth was about done with life, and
he wanted to paint the end of all things.
He pat on canvas a shattered bottle, a
cracked bell, an unstrung harp, a sign
board of a tavern called "The World's
End" falling down, a shipwreck, the
horses of Phoebus lying dead in the
clouds, the moon in her last quarter,
and the world on fire. "One thing
more," said Hogarth, "and my picture '
I, done." Then he added the broken.
palette is painter. Then he died. But .
trouble, with hand mightier and more,
skillful than Hogarth's, pictures the fall- 1
ing, failing, moldering, dying world. '
And we want something permanent to
lay hold of, and we grasp with both
hande after God, and say, "The Lord is
my light, the Lord is my love, the Lord
is my fortress, the Lord is my sacrifice.
the Lord, the Lord is my God."
Bleat God for your trial'. Oh, my
Christian friend, keep your spirits up
by the power of Christ's gospel. Do not
surrender. Do you not know that when
you give up. others will give up? You
have courage, and others will have cour-
age. The 1101:13$101 went into the battle.
and by some accident there was an in-
clination of the standard The standard
upright meant forward march; the in-
clination of the standard meant rumen- ,
der. Through the negligence of the man 1
Etg. 3 WM& attitIPL* who eerried e Pauclarci•_apil .143
IT, the army surrendered.
Oh, let us keep the standard up, whether
it be blown down by the east wind or
the north wind or the south wind. No
inclination to surrender. Forward into
the conflict
The Sorrowing Tres.
There is near Bciabay a tree that they
call the "sorrowing tree," the peeuliar-
ity of which ii it never puts forth any
blnlom in the daytime, but in the night
puts out all its bloom and all its redo-
lence. And I have to tell you that though
Christian character puts forth its sweet-
est blossoms in the darkness of siekuess,
the darkness of financial distress, the
darkness of bereavement, the darkness
of death, "weeping may endure for a
night, but toy cornetts in the morning."
Acmes the harsh discords of this world
rolls the music of the skies--niusic that
breaks from the lips, music that breaks
from the harps and rustles feom the
palms, 1111aftic like falling water over
reeks, music like wandering winds
among leaves, music like caroling birds
among forests, music like ocean billows
storming the Atlantic beach. "They
shall hunger no move, neither thirst any
more, neither shall the sun light on
them nor any heat, for the Lamb which
is in the midst of the throne ehrill lead
them to liviog fountains of water, and
God shall wipe away all tears from their
eyes " I see a great Christian fleet ap-
proaching that harbor, iknue of the
ships come in with sails rent aud bun
works knocked away, but stitt anon.
Nearer and nearer ths shining. shore.
Nearer and nearer eternal anehorage.
Haul away, my lads; haul away! Some
of the ships had mighty tonnage, sail
others wrIfT, ii1i4s fairly Voted elle
wind and wave. Scene VItTe
and artned of the thunders of Christian
battle, and others were unpretending
tugs taking °thesis through the Nat..
YOWL and Wane were coasters that
never vestrnrod out into the deep ems of
Christian experienee; but the y are all
coming nearer the wharf—brigantine,
galleon, line of battle ahip, knigboat,
pinnace, war frigate—and m they c011111.
Into the harbor I find that they are
driven by the long, loud, terrific, blast
of the east wind. Iii. through much
tribulation that you are to enter into the
kingdom of Gott
You have bloomed God for the north
wind, and blessed bins for the mut'
wind, and blined hint fur the Welt
wind; can you not in tits light of Will
stili)out bless him for the east ivied/
Nearer, my Onie to thee,
Pismo In the,
Ewe tbutugh II he a Armes
That rameth me,
Still all my song shall be,
Nearer, my thei, to ilas,es.
Nearer to thee.
Are Yen Made
miserable by Indigestion. Constipation,
Dizziness, lion of Appetite, Yellow
'Skin? Shiloh'a Vitalizer is a positive
"tire. —For sale by R. C Hardwick.
Hon. James McKenzie Better.
The many friends of Hon. James A
McKenzie, United States Minister to
Peru, will be delighted to learn that in.
has nearly recovered from the spell of
sickness that confined him to his bed re-
cently. He had a mild ease of variloOi
and not smallpox ae stated in the widely
printed cablegram from Lima.
_ 
A Reward Offered.
Chief of Police Fritz has received a
communication from the chief of police
at Bowling Green, Ky., informing him
that a reward of $500 would be paid for
information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the murderers of Kee
Shuck, a Chinaman who was killed in
that city on the night of May 31. The.
State of Kentucky offers a reward of
tat• and the citizens offer one in the
same sum. A SUM of money and a
watch were stolen from the Chinaman.
Censsupties Can Bo Cured
by the use of Shiloh's Cure. This great
Cough Cure is the only known remedy




Mies Katie Graham, the bright and
pretty daughter of Mr. Thomas L.
Graham, of Ca.sky, graduated with high
honors from Potter College. The Park
City Time, says:
"The salutatory byMiss Kate Graham
on the subject, "I Have Subdued Ms
Life to the One Purpose, Whereto I
Have Ordained It," was exceedingly
well received. Mies Graham's produc-
tion was a meritorious one in every way,
disclosing the most careful thought and
replete with valuable suggestions. She
was heartily applauded at the close,"
A Baby's Life Saved.
"My baby had croup and was saved
by Shiloh's Cure," writes Mrs. J. B.
Martin, of Huntsville, Ala.—For sale by
H. C. Hardwick
R. I. D. 8171111LR QUM. SICK.
A HopkinsvIlle Furniture Dealer Suf-
fering From Typhoid Fever.
On the 29th of last month Mr. I. D.
Humble, member of the firm of Mitchell
& Humble, furniture dealers of this city,
left here for a two weeks' vacation,
which he expected to spend at his old
home several miles from Franklin, Ky.,
but when he arrived at Franklin he was
taken ill very suddenly, and it was soon
discovered that he was suffering from
typhoid fever, which turns out to be of
a very malignant type. Mr. Humble
has continued to grow steadily worse
since the day he was first attacked, and
his condition now is quite critical. For-
tunately, he happened to haven married
sister residing in Franklin, and he was
taken to her house, where he can receive
better attention than would have been
possible if he had been obliged to re-
main at a hotel.
Mr. Humble's place at his furniture
store is being filled during his absence
by Mr. W. L. Mitchell, of Princeton, a
brother to the other member of the flrrn
Mr. Humble's many friends here hope
that there will soon be a favorable
change in his condition.
Pos't let anion, persuade you to take
anything else instead of Sinimons Liver
Regulator. Some merchants will try to
do this but not for your goods. They do
it to make a little more profit on some-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pay just as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z ou every
package.
Centuries ago, peo-
ple used to fear *hat




in the world to theta
They feared it as
people now fear the
Cholera and Yellow
Fever. And yet
There is a mom tena-
ble thing than any
of these. There is
a thing that causes
more misery and
more deaths than
any of these. It is the commonest trouble
that human beings suffer from. It is so
commotulat nine tenths of all the sickness
in the world is traceable to it. It is merely
that simple, commoe thing—constipation.
There ia De. telling what It may lead to, but
g is sure to lead to something bad. Its im-
mediate effects are unpleasant in the es.
tieme. It makes people listless,
them headaches, makes the digestion %erg,
causes dizziness, loei of appetite, lira of
sleep, foul breath and distrt-ss after eating.
All this merely because Nature has been
imposed upon, and has been refused the
little help she needed-.
This little help is (nonsked by Doctor
Pierce's Pleasapt Penets. One pill is
gentle laxative and two a mild cathartic.
There are two remarkable things about the
" Pellets." nine is that they never gripe;
the other that (hey cure permanently.
There is no other medicine that does cure
permanently. You can take any other
medicine pou like, as long as you like, and
If you stop, your trouble will come back
quickly, and the chances are the trouble
will be worse than it was before. This
isn't true of Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
You take them until you get yourself into
perfect working order, and then you stop.
You don't have to take any more " Pellets"
unless after a while you do something that
deranges your digestive system again, we
are not guessing about these facts, and we
don't ask you to take our unsupported word
for it. Thousands of people have found
that they are true, and have testified to
them. Let the druggist who says that some-
thing else is "just as good " sell that some-
thin/ else to somebody else. Don't let him
trifle with your health for the sake of a
little more profit to himself.
01"
$e. 663 Main Street Buffalo,
'111R BEST
PRING MEDICINE
and everyone needs it at all times of the
year. Malaria is always about, and the
only preventive and relief is to keep the
Liver active. You must help the Livers bit,
and the best helper is the Old Friend, SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, the RED Z.
Mr. C. Nimrod, of Lancaster, Ohio,
says: "SIMMONS LIVER REGULATOR
broke a case of Malarial Fever of three
years' standing for me, and less than
one bottle did the business. I shall use
It when In need, and recommend it."
Be sure that you get It. Always look for
the RED Z on the package. And don't
forget the word REGULATOR. It Is SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, and there Is
only one, and every one who takes it Is
sure to be benefited. THE BENEFIT IS
ALL IN THE REMEDY. Take it also for
Biliousness and Sick Headache; both are
caused by a sluggish Liver.
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Write for Information toil  e nen r^:t it gent Of
the Chesapeake, Ohio & southwestern R. R.
JOHN ECHOLS, S. G. HATCH,
Curn'i Mange. teal Pam. Agt.
LOUISVILLE. Ky.




(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All work guarai :Red,
and prices reasonable. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Lock Box 420.
0. V. Hy. Time Table.
Corrected May 3l, 1896.
SOUTH BOUND
No. 1 daily No. 3 daily.
Lv. Evansville 6 :15.a. in, 4:20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 " 5:08 "
Lv. Corydon 7:28" 5:31 "
Le. Morganfield 7:53 " 6 :03 "
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 " 6:37 "
Lv. Marion 9:21 " 7:35 "
Lv. Princeton 10:21 " 8:40 "
Arv, Ilopkinsville 11:30 noon 9:50 p.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. Yu. 3:30 p. in.
Lv. Princeton 6:37 d -1:45 "
Lv. Marion 7:31 " 5:41
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 " 6 :37
Lv. Morganfield 9 :02." 7:12
Lv. Corydon 9:30" 7:41
Lv. Henderson 9:52" s :07
Ary. Evansville 10:40." 8:56
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Morganfield 9:10 a. in. 7:15 p.
Arr. Uniontown 9:35 a. m. 7:40 p. m.
sotorti BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7:25 a. m. 5:25 p. in.
Arv. Morganneld 7:50 a. in. 5:50 p. in,
tocAL FRERSHT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. m. daily.
Arv. Hopkinsville 10:20 a. m. daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. m.
Arv. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily.
B. F. Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.
Evansville, Ind.
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all passenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Loan; expres.... ...6 :00 am
No. 55, accommodation..... ..7 :06 am
No. 93, Chicago express  .6:45 am
No, 51, St. Louis mail. 5:29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail... 0 :05 am
No. 54, St. Louis express  9:50 pm
No. 56, accommodation  8:40 pm
No. 92, Chicago express*, „an 9:10 pm
No, 53 makes oonnectidna at Guthrie
for Louisville and points East. No. 55
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Curve that dreadful fteht,g as mega
and sit-mire-A •16, gybe iv-
fnett I ski draught.
EFFERVESCES LIKE ROCA WATER.
If yen are Weak •isel Nervous, It
will I ire y•tti. If vtm have been
• CUSHMAN OQ'JC CO.
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It prnhaolf seeds renewing, ow
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rt ',Walt. Instead of attractive 1;
always lemutiftt.. Ti. sun and s,






el.ansee, nourishes and restores flu
I, •It, white and heauttful It t
-: tee TI, 4 cover up. hut reruns:0-, I
In t armless and always dors juet
r it. onl f preparation that v
ttr.:1. me greet:Una, Blackheads, Tan. • ,
tfundreds of tem t ruonletr








0.C. BiTTNER CO., TOLEf'^ ..10.
Etre IIERCPRPIS
all pail 1•614461 •••11‘ lee e••• .; DrufeW111.
A KEW'
HAIR BALSAM
1= and hosannas tha agiaa Ins want kr.wth.
Never Palls to Remote 0
Rigs to it. Toutheul Colo,.
Owes sealp [News • a tuns*
and ILO at i•-•
sr•esetlitUFILPTIVN: or
World's Dispensary Medicel Associates, Lr"*""nl, n or blity of $ kind amo
and discoassennt • regained Imiatth or
altiCt R OINGILVON10. Many wt.; were hops.
A BIG COME DOWN.
tisinuoaL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., June 5.—The Re-
publican politicians here are to-day dis-
cussing the big fall in Gov. Wm. O.
Bradley's aspirations. This is brought
about I y the fact that his malinger ar-
rived in this city last night and
has been closeted with McKin-
ley's managers all this morning
trying to make some kind of an
arrangement by which Governor Brad-
ley can secure a Cabinet office in case of
McKinley's election to the Presdency.
It is said that Bradley's mauager offered
to witneiraw him from the race now and
allow McKinley to receive the solid
vote of Kentucky in the St. Louie con-
vention if Melniuley would agree to put
the Kentucky Governor in he: Cubinet.
It is not thought, however, that he can
mike the trade, because McKinley now
has more votes than necessary to nomi-
nate litia on the first ballet, and there-
fore doesn't care how the Kentucky
delegation vote*.
It is said t hut Bradley would trade for
any 0.1,11114 place, but pod% re to hi.
either Seeretary uf Slate lir Attoruity
Oetterill, and is trying to trent. for one
of them planet hii laity fluidly set tie
the Metter by withdruwillif in return for
is guanines, that he ssill be 'snowed tip
milted the Federal patronuge In Keen
tuck'. It may le that McKinley's 111111I•
Wen still trade wit hi Ersdley, but make
him stay in the race until after the find
ballot or until such time as he may di-
rect him to withdraw.
A Great German's Prescription.
Dias:mod blood, constipation, and kid•
uoy, liver and bowel tremblea are curt ti
by Karl's Clover lime Tett.--Yor only I y
R. U. Hardwick.
A IMES l'ED,
Ill rum ems I
Frankfort, Kr, Julio 11,-- K. 11, Mr.
Knit, chief clerk Its the omen of 5ts Ste
ileritititident of Publie Iti, (ruction, woe
a rrptttil yesterday mantles; on a ti
grain front Ensiling Green ellargleg
him with fraudulently furnishing J. P.
Lightfoot, of that county, with advaece
copies of teachers' examination ques-
tion.. MeEnn declined to make aey
statement. He was taken before City
Judge Hernelon to await trial, the time
of which hits not been get. The penalty
is a fine of from $OO to WOO. Supt.
Davidson hits dismiesedMcEun from hie
office. 11.cEuu offered to confess iudg-
meat and pay a fine of $50, and he mill
probably ty allowed to go at that.
The Best coulee (are
is Shiloh's Cure. A neglected rough is
dangerous. Stop it at once with Sliilohn
Our.—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
JOHN RHEA FOR CONGRESS.
Russellville, Ky„ June 5.—John S.
Rhea has at last decided to enter the
race for Congress in the Third district,
and to-dey had himself officially an-
nounced. He will probably have acme
opposition. Mr. Rhea, it will be remem-
txned, made the race for Congress once
or twice before. It was the race be-
tween John Rhea and Judge Halsell
twelve or fifteen years ago that split the
party in the Third district and made
possible the election of W. Godfrey
Hunter, the first and only Republican
who ever represeuted that district.
Capt. Swee.ney, U. S. A.,
San Diego, Cal., says: "Shikih's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the first mtaliciue I
have ever found that se (mid eht Mt' tiny
goad." Price b0c. - Toe male by R. C.
Hardwick.
PROFESSOR EDNIIND HARRISON
Commended as Worthy of Confidence
and Consideration.
Regarding the newly elected Preen
dent of Bethel Female College, the
Richmond State says:
"Prof. Edmund Harrison left yester-
day for Hopkinsville, Ky., to take
charge of Bethel Female College. He
will stop in Orange to visit his old friend
and former associate, Prof. Puryear.
The members of Mr. Ilarrieoins family
are still here, but will join him at Hop-
kineville later.
"The State expreases the sentiments
of thousands in this city in regretiug
the departure of Prof. Harrison and his
lovely family. Prof. Harrison is not
only a distiteuished educator, but a
cultivated gentleman of high chrietian
character, whose influence over young
men has been like. a Leuediction. The
State commends him and his family to
he people of Hopkiusville as worthy of
every coufideed end considerution."
Dr. Price's Cream finking Powder
9mrsorted -1st t.'-•,̂ PIS one Reran. •
Miss Fannie Breathitt and Mr. Thom.
as S. Winfree were joined by marriage
Thane ny of last week at the home ef
the bride's grandfather. Judge John W.
Breathitt, on South Main street
The ceremony wax performed prompt-
ly at eight o'clock by Rev. Charles H.
Nash, pastor of the Baptist Church. At
the conclusion of the rdTviee the happy
couple, accompanied by a nuruber of
friends. went to the groom's home
South of the city,where a reception was
given them.
The bride is a pretty young lady,
whose bright mind and amiability has
won her a host of warm fricials. Mr.
Winfroes is a proeperous and popular
farmer. lie is at brother of Judge
W. P. Winfrey, of this city.
TB TEACHERS:
Ch-rry Bro.'s Summer Not mal
School Prot ides
For a thorough review of all the Com-
mon School branches, and of the
higher literary branches. For a coarse
in Free Hand Drawing, Penmanship.
etc., which are offered free. Next term
begins June 9th, 1896. If you want a
good certificate, it will pay you to write
Us. Address-
CHERRY BROS.,
w-4t Bowling Green, Ky
DIVORCED COUPLE RE-MARRY.
The Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle of last
week Kays: "Charles J. Williams ar-
rived in the city this morning from St,
ount. It was rumored ou the streets
early that he and his divorced wife,
Mrs • Emma May Williams, were to be
married again. This report proved true,
is the ceremony was said by Elder A.M.
Growden at 9:30 o'clock at the residence.
if the father of Mr-is. Williams, Capt. T.
I. Hyman, on Main street and was wit-
nessed by only a few friends besides the
nembers of the family. Mr. and Mrs.
Williams will make this city their home
and will take rooms with Mrs. Rosso'',
in Main street.
"About two years ago Mr. Williams
and wife separated, and he left the city,
not returning until to-day. The couple
were marries' the first time about nine
years ago.
"Their friends offer congratulations
on their reunion, with the hope that
there will never be anything to mar the
happiness of their second matrimonial
venture."
...'i_,'4.  • s
What is
Sk N.,17'N' ` 
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infanta
and Children. It contains neither Opiuni, Morphine nor
other Nnrcotio substance. It Is a harmleaa substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing S)rtipe, and Cantor OIL
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee Iii thirty years' 
UDC by
ItIlllioos on Llot !lc rs. Cast °rte. destroys Worms and allays
feverishness.. Coat oda prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
cures Dtarrhosa and Wind Colic. Castoria
 relieves
teething troithles, tetres constipation and flatulency.
Castorli ruesinitlates the food, regulates the Stomach
&rad bowels, git lag healthy win natural sleep. Case
torin is the ChIldrou'e Panacea -the 3lother'si Friend
.
Castorio..
"Oselleris Is ad eat:dhoti ttaitlfao• Is nen •
glen, ttie hi, • rep,it, .;; o.l a. 4 lig
IOW fla••••rt uneu the it ,sh.i4rvti,"
DA. (1 C. reams,
Lowell, Nora
wittetoria la Via tat4Tv-teserty for children t,f
which I alit sc.' 614411. I 11•1”.. CAI s
far dauult twn us.eliens . srotter.bir l'us
Isilereat of their visit sn I um CassioriA
stead of the •Miscuacit no moms which are
dallaroyiny toted one., by (orris °mem,
wernion lag syrup and other berme
WW1 r throats. LLereby 
modlog
.0 trues "
Da. J. r Kipcsaios.
Conway, Ark.
Castoria.
" nastotta la an *tell adapted to 'ma that
44.1114 11-I It as rupseiter tomer,' -implies
luau. ti to ma"
11. A. Marne.' af
III Pm Osf.pril ill., brae ars, N. Y.
--
"rnse ploolabwo theshildroica
sheet have spialion highly tel owl: smile.
flee In timer Quaid' mastics pith raaku•,
end although ere only have &mug our
iiiedusai out/plies who Sm knows as regular
produces, ypt we me free to medusathu ths
merits is Panel* has woe es M look wish
term apes it."
LIPITED Hosenet. emu Dierevaater,
bootee, sari&
ill.= C. Barr% Pees.,
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°seat variety at oty ie. and suss
A Written Quitrents'
ti.sn with every stir,*
Used tv., Thousands. Should be by You.
by G3are. W. Ycui, Kracy
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i in packages. flour—universally ackoowledged •purest in the world. :Costs no more than ether package soda—never spoils .
• •
• Made only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere. •
•
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I presume we have used over
MI.] by Inmaelma,
one hundred bottles of Piso'•
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually adviiting others
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
I ever nsed.—W. C. MILTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.—E. SHOREY, Postmaster,
Shorey, Kansas, Dec. List, 1894.
PISOS CURE FOC
The cough STrup.





shoes, misses' and chili
dren's shoes andOxfords.
All widths, lasts and prices. Red Tans,
Chocolates, Patent Leathers, etc.




to be fo'tind in the city. We want your
trade. Have selected a stock and marked it
at pried i to win it.
Call to see us; it will cost you nothing
to look through our mammoth stole at any
rate.




COR. RAILROAD :-: AND 11TH STR•EElb
W G Wheeler TT II Faxon.




Fire-Proof Warehouse, Cor. 7th and R. R. Sts.i
HOPKINSITILLE, - KY.
Dar Liberal Advance on Consignments. All Tobacco Ben U. Covered
by Insurance.
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All women who have no ADIS. ‘_,Iiilee '
time and strength to waste, at "44'
who want snowy clothes
and soft hands should use the famous
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
The best and purest soap. Made for laundry,
and general houseusey b,. Sold everywhere..., 

































on all who have tobsercr.




to pelt, Mark Tint hogithe•d•








Late of Clark- v We, Tens. Late
MAJOR
a 0
TOM P. MAJOR & CO., Props,
S 'LOUISVILLE,West Male 
I) I: F. t tinny. ra




Liberal advances. Four months free storage. Daily auction




















Wee: NI . LOUISVILLE,KY
Nark Your Hogsheads "Central House."
Auction
wail ettention
Wei drily. Prompt Holum* made. Fear months,










































CLARK VILLE: : TENNE1 SEE.
Mr. Frank M. Whitlow is our Solicitor.



























: . Can take your measure for clothing as
;• ii well BA any other if it is taken right
s CLARK takes TOUT Musson. fr.,  mria
of clothing in the quickest, neatest man-
lier and turns you out a suit of clothing
that is artistic in style, fit and matena
am prices that will astonish you, when
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